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Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You.Patronize Them.
MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 1964

MELROSEPUPIL, 16, TAKESPOISON,DIES
Youth,19,Being Hid For Her Death
Ruled As
Death Of Truck Driver,30Suicide

A 30-year-old truck driver, Relatives said that Mr. Mitstanding on a corner waiting chell was reported in fair con- Funeral services for a 18for a bus, was fatally injured dition by hospital officials and year-old Melrose High, school
last Wednesday evening at they decided that no one junior, who committed suicide
Poplar and Ayres by a youth would remain with him on on Tuesday, April 7, were held
the night of April 9. Around last Sunday at the Halliburton
whom he didn't know.
10 p.m., the hospital called Baptist church at Center Hill,
Willie Mitchell of 1348
reported that he had died Miss., and an overflow crowd
and
operatBreedlove died in the
in • the operating room.
jammed the building for the
hosGaston
ing room of John
Death was caused by a frac- services.
pital about 24 hours after be- tured skull.
ing struck down by an un- ADMITTED KILLING
The victim was Miss Carol
known assailant.
Later that evening, accord- Jean Gorman, daughter of
SCIENCE FAIR COMMITTEE
While standing at the corn- ing to Homicide Capt. E. C. Caraway Gorman and Mrs.
Science Fair committee of the Memphis Area have comington; Frank H. Gray of Douglass high school, director; er of Poplar and Ayers, he Swann, Detectives R. J. Turner Elizabeth Gorman of 742 Hampleted plans for the city-wide fair which is to be held at
William T. Knight of Carver high, executive secretary. waited for a bus when someone and Tom Marshall went to the ilton St.
LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall, April 23-24-25. Executive
According to Capt. E. C.
Standing. David M. Wright of Carver; Eugene Brayon of ran by with a board, struck area where the man was
head and struck down with the board Swann of the Memphis Police
Comraittee members for the seventh annual fair are,
Melrose high, publicity director: Walter Moore of Man- Mr. Mitchell in the
seng him sprawling.
seated, left-right: William M. Lowe of Washington high
and followed leads which re- department, the student was
assas high; Roderick Diggs of Hamilton high; and Ivory
school; John W. Powell, associate director, also of WashMr. Mitchell was carried sulted in the arrest of Roy reported by her mother to
McIntyre of Lester high, entry clerk.
halm by friends and refused Jones, an unemployed 19- have been receiving company
to go for medical attention year-old youth, of 904 Poplar each evening after school with
no adult present.
when his wife asked him if he rear.
was hurt. He told the rela- The youth admitted striking CAUTIONED GIRL
On Tuesday, April 7, Mrs.
tives that he was feeling all the victim, and was charged
right.
I with murder in City Court on Gorman told police that she
Squire George Grider, who
The seventh annual Mem- divisions.
'DEATHLY SICK'
Monday. He is being held to cautioned her daughter against has made headlines in the past
1„ Only displays preparedi
table
from
feet
than
4
letting
a
boy
come
Shelto
the
phis Area Science Fair is ex- The Memphis Heart associaAfter he ate a small portion the state and is lodged in
few weeks with his investigaduring the present school
top.
pected to attract a large num- tion will offer awards for the
tion of the Shelby Election
of his supper, Mr. Mitchell by County Jail in lieu of $5,000 house after school.
year may be entered.
12—
thru
7
Grades
B.
Later
that
evening,
accordber of participants from all best projects on the heart and
Commission, formally anwent to -bed, but awakened bond.
2. Exhibits must be confeet,
4
Width
Size:
ing
to
Capt.
Swann,
the
for
arrangements
girl's
Negro school* In Memphis and related heart diseases.
early the next morning "death- Funeral
nounced on Monday noon at
structed by a student. Indepth 3 feet, height; ly sick," and was rushed to Mr. Mitchell were incomplete brother. Dwight Leroy Gor- the Midtown Holiday Inn that
the surrounding area. The Fair During the last several
structors are urged to
not less than 4 feet John Gaston hospital.
man, 10, ran to a neighbor's he was entering the Demis scheduled to be held at Le- years, colleges and universities
press time.
at
give advice or suggestions
from table top.
apartment and told him that ocratic primary es a candidate
Moyne College's Bruce Hall n the mid-South have awardonly. In no case should he 2. Any exhibit that exceeds
his sister was sick and in need for U. S. Representative from
April r), 24, 25, announces the ed scholarships to winning ,
assist in the construction
the maximum dimensional
of help.
the Ninth Congressional Disdirector, Frank H. Gray, an seniors.
of the project.
range in its category will
When Willie Lee Jackson, trict of Tennessee.
instructor at Douglass high The fair is co-sponsored by
3. No exhibitor or sponsor
be disqualified.
38, of 742 Hamilton, came to Squire Grider, an attorney,
school.
will be permitted in ex- 3. All projects must be surUniversal Life Insurance comthe assistance of the girl, she promised "an exciting camGold pins will be. awarded pany and the 'Fri State Dehibition room during the
rounded by or attached to
• • a
was vomiting.
to first-place winners in the
paign" for the seat now orjudging period.
fender.
a strong support such as
cupied by Representative Cliff
various divisions. Certificates
4. All tools and equipment
plywood
similar
maor
Jackson carried her to John Davis.
will also be awarded to second
GENERAL RULES AND
for setting up project
terial.
Gaston hospital, police said
The son of a World 41 1
and third place winners in
REGULATIONS
mint be supplied by the
SETTING UP EXHIBITS
and while she was still in the flier, who died after'. •
1g
RHEE reers and the, urgent need- for
exhibitor.
1. A registration card will BY RAYCHELLE L.
Emergency 4ioom, she oared shot down behind .ette,inat
es
more and better libraries that him to
Library Reportei).
5. The exhibit number must
be sent to the exhibitor
her,
will provide the resources de- the lanais of clutched him by n France, Squire Gridef made
be placed on the front
on receipt of the entry
his coat and told history by sinking the greatNational Library Week
right-hand corner of the
blank. This registration grows each year with more mended by new teaching him that she had taken poi- est amount of tonnage in
methods and curricula.
exhibit or exhibit space.
card should be presented
son. Immediately after mak- enemy shipping as commander
gipation toward encourThis number must be obto the Entry Clerk by the aging and promoting reading. Let us look inside some'of ing the statement, Miss Gor- of a submarine in the Pacific
tained from the Entry
exhibitor upon entering The theme for the seventh our schools and share with man died.
during World War II.
Clerk upon entering Exthe exhibition hall and annual observance of National them the programs and activ- An autopsy was performed For his feats during the war,
ities that are taking place this on the girl
hibition hall.
exchanged
for
a
claim
at
April
is
the
12-18,
Library Week,
request of he returned home with the
10-Cent A Lesson
had learned at the school for
6. Animals that may carry
check bearing his name "READING IS THE KEY." week.
her parents, and it was es- Navy Cross, the Silver Star
Ninth In Series
whites.
CORRY JUNIOR HIGH
Rabies or other infectious
and
t
h
e
identification
tablished
that
the
she had died and other citations:
This major theme will be
AME BISHOP
diseases will not be pernumber of his project. springboard for three derivaWilliam Henry Heard was In 1866, William was hired
from poisoning.
After receiving a report on
Corry
The
Library
Staff
at
mitted unless exhibitor
Neither the exhibitor's tive themes: "Reading is the
born in South Carolina during by a farmer whose name was
Mrs. Gorman told officers the atrocities being committed
sponsorJunior
high
school
is
presents
written evidence
name nor that of t h e key to opportunity," "Reading
1850 in a slave cabin of a William Henry Heard. From
that she had not considered against persons confined at
of proper vaccination by
school will be displayed is the key to new worlds," ing a workshop under the su- her reprimand of her daughter the Shelby County Penal
mother who was a "breeder" the farmer, William took his
librarian,
pervision
of
the
Veterinaan authorized
until after judging has and "Reading is the key to
and who was kept by her name as he had been the propfor her conduct as too severe. Farm, Squire Grider conducted
Miss Billye Jean Keeble. The
rian.
been completed.
owner for the sole purpose of erty of several owners and
Principal Floyd Campbell a one-man campaign which
understanding."
quality
theme
is,
"Achieving
EXHIBIT
SIZE OF
2. The/ Science Fair Comproducing and nursing babies. had never acquired a name.
There are four main areas in School Library Service at said that Miss Gorman was an resulted In a hasty cleanup.
conexhibit
must
1. The
mittee assumes no respon- for emphasis during the 1964
His father was a slave and Farmer Heard paid William $5
"average" student at Melrose. RIGHTS FOR ALL
form to the following
sibility for exhibits, but National Library Week cam- Corry."
the son of a neighboring plant- per month plus a nightly lesDelivering the eulogy in
Concerning civil rights —
Each
afternoon
various
topdimensional
maximum
every effort will be made paign: attack on illiteracy,
er and was only permitted to son which was given-after WilCenter Hill last Sunday was a subject which he says every
ics
are
to
be
discussed
by
the
ranges
to give general protection concentrating on the developvisit his family semi-weekly. liam had come in from the
Library Assistants. The dis- Rev. R. H. Anthony. Burial candidate must face this year,
A. Grades 1 thru
against damage.
In 1859, William's mother fields at nightfall.
ment of lifelong reading hab- cussions are centered around was in the Halliburton.church the candidate said, "Any
feet,
depth,
Width:
6
3.
Electrical
carrying
died at which time he started
outlets
its by the young; opportunities
cemetery.
Constitutional right which I
After a school for freedmen
3 feet, height; not less
110-volt, 60-cycle current in librarianship as a career for the definition, purpose and
work as a field-hand until he was opened, William began to
Victory Funeral Home was ask for myself must also be
will be available if re- young people. and for older objectives of the library and in charge of final arrange- granted to all other citizens.
s emancipated in 1865 at teach. He used part of his earnquired.
age of 15.
people seeking second ca- See NATIONA1„ Page 2
ments.
There is just no other tenable
ings to finance his education
Because neither slaves nor at the University of South
philosophy."
free black men were permitted Carolina. After entering the
A considerable amount of
to learn reading and writing, university, he won a statehis time has been • spent dehe only :learned about the sponsored scholarship plus $20
fending the rights of clients
Bible at Sunday School. How- monthly to support his family.
unable to pay for lent servever, at the close of the Civil Heard became Republican
ices.
war, William's father opened county chairman at 21. He orAlthough he did not mena wheelwright's shop and, as ganized the Negro vote and
tion the incumbent by name,
a result, William was able to led the fight against election
Squire Grider said the compay a white boy ten cents per frauds and irregularities. In
munity "cannot afford to pay
lesson to teach him what he 1880, he was appointed railthe price which age and infirmities are costing us in ConThe 37 young women who
way postal clerk and subsegress today, particularly since
quently entered the ministry. are vying to be named "Miss
there is ample provisions for
He dropped politics until 1895 Bronze Queen" will be enterhonorable retirement."
when he was appointed min- tained at si luncheon, Friday,
RETIRED FROM NAVY
ister to Liberia by President April 17 at 1:45 p.m. by the
A heart attack in 1947 forcGrover Cleveland mainly Bluff City Junior Chamber of
ed his retiremaint from the
through the efforts of AME Commerce. The luncheon will
service, and lottered thi
Bishop Henry MacNeal Turn- tie held at Universal Life InUniversity of
ia, gra&
Do you want a job which er. Heard subsequently be- surance cafeteria, 480 Linden
uated in 1950, and returned
will pay you more than your came an AME Bishop after Ave.
home to practice with the firm
present job? Do you want a serving as Minister to Liberia. Guest speaker at the lunchf Burch, Porter and Johnson.
jpb which will pay you ac- He died in 1937 at the age of eon will be City Commissioner
cording to the amount of work 87.
Pete Sisson, under whose deyou do? Do you want a job
partment the City Beautiful
on which there is no salary
Commission operates, which
/kit?
sponsors the Clean-Up, FixIPIf your answer to the above
Up, Paint-Up campaign each
questions is yes, contact the
year.
The annual Elks Oratorical
Advertising Department of ITTA BENA, Miss. — GovChairman of the luncheon
contest will be held on Friday
the Tri-State Defender. Avail- ernor Paul B. Johnson deliver- s Rufus R. Jones. Serving on
night, April 17, starting at 7:31
able are positions for Salesmen ed the Convocation Day ad- he committee are Charles W.
at St. Paul Baptist church witt
in the Advertising Depart- dress at'Mississippi Vocational Westbrook who will be toastRev. S. H. Herring as host pas.
ment. Call 527-8397 today and college last Sunday and was master at the luncheon; Wiltor.
ask for Mr. Whittier A. Seng- introduced by Ira L. Morgan. liam Willet, Major Haywood
•
A large number of contestabove
youngsters. The Story Hour
It is story hour for the
Cheryl Fouche, Denise Suggs, Doris Williams, Vanessa ants from schools throughou.
stacke.
One of the features of "Gov- and Lawrence Mason and
is being sponsored by Melrose high school student library
Mays, Michael Hull, Gregory Turner. Michael GwIn and
Do not worry if you have ernor's Day" at MVC this year Ernest L. Young, president of
the area will be competing is
assistants April 14-17. Among stories to be told are: "Curinot had previous experience was the dedication of the Wal- the Jaycees.
Ronald L. Roue. Second Row: Janice Williams, Barbara the event sponsored by the Ed
ous George Ride A Bike," "Little Mermaid Who Could
in advertising salesmanship, ter Sillers Fine Arts Build- City officials and other
A. Phillips, Willa Hill, Janet Armiitead. Earl Williams. ucational Committee of th.
we will train you on the job. ing, named for the speaker leading community workers are
Not Sing," "Winnie The Pooh." "Norwegian Folk Tales,"
Elaine Ransom, sherrolyn Reddiek, Jacquelyn Meadows. IBPOEW.
expected
to attend the lunchPersons 21-years of age and of the Mississippi House of
Lt. George W Lee is Grant
"Read Me Another Story," "The Shoemaker's Apron."
Ruby Seifert, Hack Row: Marcia Coleman, Evelyn Stewart
eon.
older are eligible for the job. Representatives.
"Bambi and The Forest World" and "Treasure of The
and Vicki Knight. Story-tellers are: Miss Delois Dixon, Commissioner of Education, ant
"Miss
address
Bronze
retired
from
will
Queen"
Persons who are
A pre-convocation
Frank Scott, Grand Marshal
Tortoise Islands," Aesop's Fables" and "Grimm's Fairy
president of Melrose SLA, and Phyllis Davis, an eighth
other professions will be con- was made by MVC President be selected that same day durand Grand Deputy
Tales."
National
Library
"READING
Week
Is
Mrs.
Mrs.
Haychelie
Theme
grader.
Hayes
and
Carhee,
for
Rosalyn
ing
a
the
37
J.
H.
White
tracing
the
ups
of
sidered.
presentation
Mrs. Inez Wallace is chair
IS THE KEY." Among those representing the elementary
Librarians.
man of the contest. and Mrs
Call 327-8397 for additional and downs in building the contestants at the City Audilisteners are: Left to right — first row: Valra Dowdy,
information.
itorium at 8 p.m
V B .Lones. reporter.
college.
_

'An Exciting

I

Annual Science Fair Set For April 23-25

National Library Week

e

Governor Johnson
Visits MVC Campus

Elks Plan For
Oratorical Night

Don't Miss the Famous Mitchell-Ruff Jazz Trio in LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall, Friday Night, 8:30
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SELECTION OF
THE MOTHER OF THE YEAR

National

Name__
Address
Ph No
1. How many children are in the family',
2. Is the Mother an active member of a church?
3. List organizations in which Mother is Presently affiliated or was formerly affiliated

4. Is Mother employed"
she do?____

What type of work does

What volunteer service does she render?
5. If Mother is unemployed, what volunteer service does
she render?
6. Is the Mother active or has been active
organizations

in a

P.T.A.

8. What measure of success have her children achieved?
7. Is the Mother a regLstered voter"
9. Did Mother have any unusual problems to overcome
In rearing her children? If so, give details

10. What are her hobbies, special talents, or skills?

Deadline for questionnaires is April 24, 1964. Send your
questionnaires to one of the following people:
1. Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, 1678 Riverside Dr., Memphis
2. Miss Vearnealure Patterson, 370 Elder Road. Memphis
3. Mrs. Arneda Johnson, 1029 N. Seventh, Apt. 2, Memphis
4. Mrs. Hilda Smith, 1904 Dunn, Memphis
5. Mrs. Sallie Bartholomew, 1993 S. Parkway E.

The last meeting of the city
DOUG LASS HIGHI PATTERSON HIGH,
On April 17, the meeting will dary schools.
e student library assistants
• •
SCHOOL, Mrs. Jane T. Weed SCHOOL. Miss Phiffer, Li- d'b
held for the school year. be held at Carver High School
Special guest will be Mrs.
brarian(Continued From Page I) and Mrs. Raychelle L. Carhee,
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. with the Mattie Crossly, who recently
Book reviews will be given
Librariansthe duties and responsibilipresident, Miss Pearl Parker, was appointed supervisor in
Book reviews will be given in the library to the students
ties of the Assistants. The by student library assistants who regularly assemble for
presiding. The Senior Students secondary schools. She will
following persons have been in an assembly program. A each period. Bulletin board
stall new officers for 1964will be honored. Certificates
asked to speak at different film on librarianship will be displays will also be seen.
A skit from the Junior High
Service
of
will be awarded
intervals of the workshop, shown during the week. BrothMELROSE HIGH SCHOOL.
School of Manassas will be
each Senior. Those who have
Mrs. Mattie Crossley, Mrs. er L. David will be our guest Mrs. Rosalyn Hayes and Mrs.
presented. Mrs. Thelma JohnShirley Watkins, Mrs. Melba speaker on Thursday morning,ays
server four years will receive son is chairman of the city
R helle L. Carhee, LibrariBriscoe, Mrs. Daisy Jarrell, 10:30 a.m. Bro. David is .in ansa gold seal. Certificates will wide student library assistMrs. Harriet Young and Mrs. the guidance department at Melrose high school library
be presented by the Super- ants. Mrs. Harriet Young is
Mrs. Eva Montgomery WalkRosalind Hayes.
visor, Shelby Counce, who is president of the city wide liChristian Brothers high school. will observe National Library er, of
Topeka,
Kan.,
will
be
the
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON
also supervisor of the secon- brarians.
MANASSAS HIGH Week throughout the school featured
speaker at the annual
HIGH SCHOOL. Mrs. Vernice SCHOOL. Mrs. Thelma John. commu 1y.
oster boards, r women's day prograns
Sunday,
Nabrit and Miss Bolden, Li- son and Miss MarY‘C• Nichols, emphasizing reading, will be
April 19 at Mt. Pisgah C.M.E.
brariansseen in the building and finalLibrariansChurch.
There will be Bulletin Board
be judged in a poster con
Displays will be seen in the
-1 Mrs. Montgomery will speak
Dispays. Book marks will be library on the theme "Reward- speakers will .culminate
the
children.
given each student. Oral ref- ing Careers in Library Serv- week's activities. At 10:30 at 11 a.m. on the topic: "Christ- The following questionnaire I
ian Worn e n Build on the
issued by the Memphis 4. She must be a member of
erences pertaining to National ice." The Assembly program a.m., Miss Lucille Fultz, EngiChurch One Foundation." In Alumni Chapter of the Delta 1
a church,
Library Week will be given. will aso be centered around /ish teacher of Manassas
high addition, a special training ses- Sigma Theta Sorority in its 5. The children
The library assistants will the theme. Library assistants school will be
of the mother
the, guest sion for the women laymen and search for the "Mother of the
must have achieved some
assist in each' of these areas, will be featured in the assern- isPeakes• At 1 Pm., Miss
Myr- lyouths of the church will be Year" in Memphis and enmeasure of success.
CARVER HIGH SCHOOL, bly program, keeping in mind tle Cobb, of the department of
held at 6 p.m.
virons.
6. No member or mother oisk,
Mrs. Harriet Young and Mrs. that the month of April is also education at Memphis State
The Women's Group, led by Churches, PTA groups,
member of Delta Sig
and
Marion Morrison, Librarians- Teacher Career Month. A university, will be guest speakMiss Martel Trigg, Second Con- interested individuals
Theta Sorority is permitare inThe school community will poster contest will take place er.
gregational Church and Mrs. vited
ted to participate.
to nominate a "Mother
be made aware of National in the school.
The student library assist- Nannie Getman
will discuss
Library Week through visual
PORTER JUNIOR HIGH ants are sponsoring a "Story "Health and Social Welfare." of the Year," fill in the questionnaire, and mail it to the
communication. The Library SCHOOL, Miss Bridges, Libra- Hour" for Melrose Elementary A
discussion for. youths on
Staff will send a Newsletter rian-School throughout the week "Preparation for Marriage - persons whose names appear
to each faculty member to be
National Library Week will with Mrs. Frasier Bolden as- Marriage and Home Making" at the bottom of the questionnaire.
placed on the bulletin board be observed through a prep- sisting the librarians. Displays will be
delivtred by Mrs. Lucy
The criteria to be used in
in the 'classroom. Various stu- talk about high school librar- will be seen in the library Suttles.
selecting the "Mother of the
dents in the assigned study hall ies. Mrs. Vernice Nabrit of each day sponsored by the de- The men of
the church will
Year" are:
will give spontaneous book Washington high school will partments of arts, literature, be feted
with a message on
1. The mother must have at
reviews, sharing with each talk to the group. Bulletin social science, and
languages, "The Church Reaches Out" least two or more children.
other interesting books they board dispays throughost the with Mrs. Mary Collier assist- by Rev. Mrs.
Vivian Ranking
She must be a registered
2.
have read.
school will 'be seen.
ing the librarians.
and Mrs. Winnie L. Hill.
voter.
3. The person must have
overcome particular difficulty in educating her

Kansas Women
To Sneak At
Mt. Pisgah

'Mother Of The Year' Questionnaire

NEED
CASH!
'AM!

CHECK,'COMPARE, SAVE!
Here's More Proof, You'll Always Find Truly Low, Low Prices at BIG "D"
Yes. Low, Low Prices on Top Quality Brand Name Foods You
Buy Each week
Check and Compare, Shop BIG "D" and SAVE!

-

• CHELSEA

at THOMAS

•GETWELL at BARRON

,

• MACON at WELLS STA.

CHUCK
ROAST

BONELESS
ROAST

WHOLE FRYERS
CHUCK ROAST
SLICED BACON
SWISS STEAK

FARM FRESH
ARM CUT
BIG "0"

i

lb

°'I

SHOULDER

1

29
49'
49
59'

ICE BOX FRESH

MORTON

HEAD
LETTUCE

CREAM
PIES

2 29c
Large

Heath

TOMATO
CATSUP

2 „,290
Ells .

Fulk
Cooked

Shank
Portion
lb.
SMALL SELECT

47`

FIRST CUT

39c

Lemon,

CAKE
MIXES
Yello w
Choc.

19-01.29g :;F
Pkg.
T DEAL

SHORTENING JEWEL
CUT BEETS COMSTOCK

There Is a /410110,1 why peopi
Ilk• to do business with us. You,
too, will Ilk• our courteous treatment and desire to help you.
"Op•n Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 900 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.

Owned

Horn• Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W. lik• to say y•• to your
loan risqu•st"
Examin•d and Supisrrised by
Stat• D•partment of
in•uranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-6561
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
H011111

,_,b.390

99C

'b

CREAM
CORN

VEGETABLE
SOUP

Ca390

2,0oz.25

BIG "D" GRADE "A"

TOOTH
LARGE
PASTE IMd.
EG
GS
e
White
35c FDR0Ezr
All

Doz.

Retz8e"69 c
61 7-0z.
Tube

MOS
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Cotton
curred
of the
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Nation
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Not
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YOUR FAVORITE BRAND

'••••

Mem.
annua
the
churc
Loone
at 2:3
music
Am,
will b
Mt. I
Norfo
Trave
Five '
tint c
Sol.
Rhodi
The

35C
69'
1p,: 49'

CAMPBELL'S

S
I

Sin
Giv
At
•The

.

BEEF
CUBE STEAK
BUTT
PORK ROAST BOSTON
STYLE
BONELESS
BEEF STEW
CATFISH FILLETS S N:pfg"

PRIDE of ILLINOIS

Yellow Can
Whole 12-0z
Yellow
Can

14-01.
Pkg.

PILLSBURY

White

)

SLICED
BACON

Furniture
Signature

Automobile,

Pkg.

White or 16-0z.

Chocolate.
Neapolitan.
Cocoanut

HUNT'S

39c

35,

lb.

Across From
The Post Office
Open From 8 to 5:30

COLUMBIA BRAND

GROUND
BEEF

HA
SPARERIBS
PORK CHOPS

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

FRESH LEAN

590

lb.

PRICES IN THIS
AD GOOD THRU.
APRIL 21, 1964

• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR.

CHUCK STYLE

330

We Hoye A Complete Line
Of Gorden Supplies
Spring Time I 5
Planting Time
•Garden Seeds
• Flower Seeds
Pot Flower Plants
Insecticides & Fertilizters

• SUMMER at NATIONAL

BLADE CUT

lb.

8 N Front
527-3414

,

NO STAMPS
JUST LOW, LOW PRICES!
• COOPER at CENTRAL • McLEMORE at NEPTUNE • QUINCE at SEA ISLE
• NATIONAL at JACKSON

-Quick Loans-

SEED MART

fol.ff

•L

•

37A

slender
cotton knit

tri

sheath

9
UIT COCKTAIL 2iL°:.45C
INSTANT MILK...739,
1-0z.10
6a
STOKELY

3c-airh•

figure flattery supreme!

Crts

. novelty cotton knit sheath, will,

its own scert of contrastiog color . . . elasticized waist aw
self belt .. will not shrink sag or stretch ... choose weite
black, pink or turgiloise . .. sizes 8 to 18.
BUDGET HOr, third floor

'.4``.-..........._
,

MAIL ORDERS: Add ifac postage plus 4% fsr Teatteasee do.
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Organizes BTW Girl Wins Grant
Teenage For College Study
Club

Capt. Skip Abbey, U. S. Air
Force Officer Training School
Miss Carolyn Clark, daughSelect
ion specialist from
41114114111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••13
Nashville, and T-Sgt. Carlos
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
MOST SUCCESSFUL "Miss !ers in the city. Albert won Harbison will complete a surV. Clark of 1210 Greenwood
Jubilect" in the history of the
the City park championship vey of local schools with a
Two lo c a I men who are st., and a senior at Booker T.
Cotton Makers' Jubilee, ocvisit to LeMoyne college on
known for their ability to pro- Washington High school, is
curred this year, said officials !last week and Ester was run- Friday, April 17, in quest of
mote an idea, have organized one of 30 students from
. ners-up.
Of the annual event.
seniors interested it)
across
. the Officlub
lslu T.
i irc
od
nas
b
a oynsatain
the nation to win a full fourIT CAN BE DANGEROUS PEOPLE COULD BE HAVE cer Training Progrim..
Johnson,
teeneg
e
year Firestone scholarship.
Capt. Abbey's schedule
speaking to nice looking wom- .PUT to select which minister
s retired county school princien in restaurants. Take this :they will listen to on radio. called for him to be at Mem"Bill" Weathers, The scholarship will amount
C.
pal;
and
W.
about $1,500 a year and
s case. A very good looking Rev. W. M. Fields, Jr and phis State April 13, 14; Chrisan assistant manager at Footeare
to awarded on the basis of
Young wife, accompanied by Rev. E. W. Williamson. be- tian Brothers College, April
Clearborn Homes, along
with competitive scores made by
her husband walked into a came newcomers to the ser- 15; Southwestern, April 16.
some other leading citizens,
local restaurant last Saturday mon-on-the-air, last Sunday. and LeMoyne, April 17.
organized the National Me Club children of Firestone employnight. A man, not known by An old-timer at the job, Rev.
of America, during a meeting ,ees graduating from high.
the husband, spoke to the W. Herbert Brewster who use
at the Sarah Brown Branch,schools this year.
• pretty wife. The husband be- to have the Old Camp MeetMiss Clark plans to attend
YWCA, on April 10.
came jealous about the atten- ing, returned last Sunday. We
The organization has been in the University of Illinois next •
tion his wife received from will be watching their "Hoopthe making since last Novem- fall to major in mathematics.
the man unknown to him. The er Rating."
ber when Rev. S. A. Owen, Principal Jesse D. Springer
jealous husband attacked the THE RAINS CAME and
pastor of Metropolitan Baptist 'said that the student has been
I
man, beat him up- Later it was washed out the monthly forum
church, suggested during a ser- Ian honor student all during
discovered that the wife and that is usually held at Cenmon, that someone should "start her high school days.
the unknown man had been tenary Methodist Church evsomething that would inspire She is secretary of the 12-5
friends since childhood days. ery second Sunday of the
CAROLYN CLARK
young people to become re- homeroom, recording secretary
THE HURT BROTHERS, Al- month. The forum was post- Ofield Dukes has been apspectful and useful citizens." I of the National Honor
Society,
tion.
Last winter she cornJohnson, 83 years of age, and , and a member of the
bert and Ester—put a hurting poned until this coming Sun- pointed as an assistant director
Debate
on all other table tennis play- day at 5;30 p.m.
prize-winning essay
a member of the church, ac- and Senior glee clubs.
,
of information for the Presicepted the challenge.
ponsed
brotherhood.
dent's Committee on Equal
During the summer of 1963, o
Purpose
the
of
club, as stated Miss Clark attended a six. She is a
Employment Opportunity, Homember of St.
1
by the organizers, "is to reded- week course for
bart Taylor, Jr. announced
academically Andrew AME church, where
Stf
icate
youth
America
of
to the talented mathematics and
today.
iby
d e a 1 s and principles upon ence students held at sci- she sings in the junior choir,
Prior to the appointment,
Le- and is • active in the Young
II
which
this
great
country
was Moyne college, sponsored by People's
Dukes had been assistant to
department, Sunday
fo
unded
upon."
the
the editor and general managSCRUTINIZING LIBRARY AWARD
National Science Founds- school and
A.C.E. League.
Elected president was Weath.
er of the "Michigan ChroniMrs. Mae I. Fitzgerald, left, chief librarian at I.sMoyne,
ers. Other officers include:
cle." Following graduation
and Mrs. Gentry Roberts, principal of Hamilton ElementHoward E. Sims, an instructor
Ceylon's ambassador to the 30. Mr. Tremblay's schedule (1958).from Wayne State uniary School, examine award presented to LeMoyne by
at LeMoyne college,correspondUnited States, Sir Senerat also calls for a three day visit, versity, where he received a
the
Library
Buildings Award Program. Mrs. Roberts, a
ing secretary; T. W. MayB.A. degree in journalism, he
Gunewardene, is scheduled to May 8-10.
weather, farm-owner,treasurer;
LeMoyne graduate, was speaker for the occasion.
speak at Second Congregation- Sir Gunewardene is also was news director for WCHB
Nat
D. Williams, a city teacher,
radio, Detroit, for three years.
al Church, 764 Walker, at 8
I director of publicity; Atty. A. The New Hope Baptist Staff, for his work as editor
Ceylon's permanent represen- He is
sr
working on a Masters
of
p.m., April 28, under joint
I
A.
Letting,
national legal ad- church will be t he setting the Selfridge Flyer,
aaksponsorship of LeMoyne's Col- tative to the United Nations degree in Labor and Industrial
which was
Saturday
evening,
visor;
and
April
Dr.
E.
Frank White,
18 for
legiate Chapter for the United and high' commissioner for Relations.
the marriage of Miss Mertie judged second place in the 1963
; financial secretary.
In making the announce:1
Nations, the International Re- Ceylon in Canada.
Mae Greer and Mr. Marcellus Air Force World-wide contest
Weathers
said
the
orgenizament, Taylor, who has served
lations Club at Southwestern
Arrangements for the two as
tion is non-racial, non-political, Jeffries, Jr. at 6 P. M. The held in Washington D.C.
executive vice chairman of
and the Memphis chapter of
; non-sectarian and non-profit- Rev. Charles B. Burgs will Mr. Jeffries was
visitors
are
being
made
by the President's Committe
graduated
the American Association for
e
making. It will operate through officiate. A reception will be
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, pro- said that Dukes' new duties
,
the United Nations.
held at Lelia Walker Club- fom Melrose high school and
communit
y
units
of
parents
The same organizations will Fessor of history at LeMoyne. include working with educa- Mrs. Gentry Roberts, prin- American Library Ass"eia. who will serve as sponsors for house from 9 until 10:30 P. M. attended Port Huron college,
tional institutions throughout cipal of Hamilton Elementary tion.
The bride-elect is the daugh- Port Huron Mich.
present the ambassador from
The two ambassadors are
children.
Canada, Paul Tremblay, in coming here under a program the country. "Mr. Dukes' school, last week urged Con- Dean Lionel A. Arnold pre- , He went on to say that the ter of Rev, a n d Mrs. Manzie Ho is presently
completing
and
communications work gress "to take early and posi- sided and the college choir
Greer of 278 W. Essex St. Mr.
another address here on May
this requirements for a bachein international understanding makes him highly qualified live action on the unfinished rendered two numbers. Miss '1\"e club is designed to: (1) im- Jeffries is
'8.
the
son
of
prove
Mr. and lor
the general behavior of
for this
portion of the National Ed- Louvenia Clayton read Scripof journalism degree
teenagers; (2) to impress them Mrs. Marcellus Jeffries, Sr. of
Both diplomats will be sponsored by the American volves assignment which inacquainting teachers ucation Improvement Act, par- ture and offered prayer.
through the United States
with a sense of their import- 2640 Supreme Ave.
. guests of LeMoyne while in Missionary Association with
A coffee hour in the Alumni ance to
headquarters in New York and students with the broad- ticularly those programs which
the community in Miss Greer, a 1960 graduate Armed Forces Institute,
Memphis.
ening scope of job opportuni- will assist the elementary and Room of the library building which they
City.
live; (3) to encour- of Booker T. Washington high
HERE 3 DAYS
secondary
schools."
followed
the
program.
ties
for minority groups and
'PHREE-FOLD PURPOSE
age the cultivation of habits of school, is a senior at LeMoyne
The 65-year-old Sir Guneaddition,
"I
said,
"
she
"In
the
importance of preparing
thrift, courtesy, industry and college. Sht is presently comwardene will spend three Plans for a series of visita- for those
jobs," Taylor said. urge prompt action on protions
good
by
ambassad
-will;(4) to emphasize the pleting her practice teaching
ors
and
days in Memphis, April 28posed programs for combating
other international dignitaries
need for respect of the law and training at Florida Street
adults illiteracy, for expandfor all people of every race or Elementary school. In June.
to campuses of American Mising adult educatiOn and for
she will receive a Bachelor of
class.
sionary Association colleges
improving the quality of edbegan in November, 1963. The
Board members include Louis Science degree in eeducation.
ucation at all levels."
B. Hobson, principal of Manas- At LaMoyee she is a memAMA founded and still supMrs. Roberts was speaker JACKSON, Miss.—The Ze- sas high
ports LeMoyne, Dillard in
school; S. M. Wyatt, ber of the Student National
at LeMoyne college last Thurs- ta Beta Sorority, Inc., passed R. J. Roddy,
New Orleans, Fisk in Nashprincipal of Wood- Education association, captain
day morning for a program a resolution endorsing Presi- stock school;
of this LaMoyne cheerleaders,
ville, Huston-Tillotson in AusMilton Thomas,
tin, Tex., Talladega in Talla- Interment for Mrs. Zenobia coinciding with National Li- dent Lyndon B. Johnson's executive secretary of Abe a mombor of the Leleloyis• al/girls drill team, and a
brary Building Awards to Dr civil tights stand; urged mem•The United Singing Union of dega, Ala., and Tougaloo in Shaw Kimbrough was held Hollis F. Price, president of bers to write letters to sena- Schraff Branch YMCA; Rev of the LeMoyne member
Student
S. A. Owen; Elder Slail T
Tougaloo, Miss.
last Thursday morning at Elm- the college, and Mrs.
Christian
Mae I tors asking them to support
Memphis will present its
Fellowship,
Purpose of the visitations wood Cemetery under direc- Fitzgerald, chief librarian at the bill before the Senate; Hunt, member of the:-Shelby Very active in
church-work,
annual Jubilee Day program at is three-fold:
County Board of Edpcation;
(1) to give stu- tion of the J. 0. Patterson LeMoyne.
she is a
and intensify efforts to pre- Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey,
the New Pilgrim Baptist dents of the six
city Baptist member of New Hope
colleges a funeral home. Pallbearers were ONE OF 16
pare Negores for employment school teacher; D.
church
where she
T. Thomas,
church at N. Second and broader world outlook; (2) to Mark Mitchell, L. M. Fields, The awards were presented in skilled vocations
.
Ds. Clara Brawner, a local serves as president of the
CALL US BEFORE YOU
Looney on Sunday afternoon initiate a unity of interest be- Matthew Mitchell, Benny jointly by The Americatt
young adult choir. She is
The sorority passed the res- physician and Thaddeus
also
T. a member
ARE EMBARRASSED
at 2:30, and a large number of tween the colleges and their Howard, W. H. Homer and 0. Institute of Architects, The olution during a South region- Stokes.
of the Angelic
D. Petty and J. C. Neely.
communit
chrous, and president of
American Library Associatior al meeting here last week.
musical groups will participate. foreign ies, and (3) to give Funeral services were
The
the
next
meeting
of
the
club
con- and the National Book Corn,
New Hope
diplomats an opportuAlso included in the reso- organizers has been set
Among those participating nity to see AMA-founded
for 7 assistant Ensemble, and is an
col- ducted last Wednesday night mittee.
lution were provisions for p.m. Thursday, April 26,
Sunday School
at the teacher.
will be Spiritual Union chorus, leges in action.
at Antioch Baptist Church on The jury which chose Le each chapter
of the sorority Sarah Brown Branch YWCA,
CALL
Bellevue
N.
Blvd.
An
The
eulogy
Mt. Calvary, Macedonia and
award -winning
Moyne's Hollis F. Price Li. to implement "scholarship 1044 Mississippi Blvd.
Air
was delivered by the pastor, brary as one of 16 to receive awards,
Force journalist. Mr.
Norfolk choirs, the Golden
service and finer
Jeffries
Know Your Negro History Rev. Brady John. Brief re- awards commented: "This Ii womanhood." Another
is a veteran of six years
with
part of
Travelers, Pattersonaries, the
the U.S. Air Force. A
marks were made by Rev. W. brary fits into the campus the resolutio
n dealt with reFive Voices of Vollentine Bap- Second
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
of three Air Force-levelwinner
Herbert Brewster, pastor of scene both functionally and duction of
William
Lt,
BeneM.
jourjuvenile delinquentist church and others.
nalistic awards, he was
field, Jr., of Kansas City, Mo., Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church; aesthetically, and the design cy and foster home-care for
reSoloists are Miss John Ella a Negro,
cently cited by Gen. Curtis
was posthumously and Mrs. Lula Mae Herron. is an excellent example of the needy infants and children.
E.
Rhodea and Mrs. H. B. Pretti.
LeMay, Air Force
Mrs. Kimbrough died in dignified results which can be
awarded the Distinguished
Chief of
The topic will be given by
Service Cross after being kill- Crump hospital April 4, fol- accomplished with restricted
William Flemings.
The Christian service Club
ed in c•smbat near Sangju, lowing a brief illness. A na- funds."
will present its Annual Day
The United Singing Union Korea, in July 1950 while at- tive of Memphis, she became
Gassner-Nathan-Browne, dewas founded in 1952.
program at Grace Baptist
tempting to clear a mine field. a member of Antioch Church signers of LeMoyne's library,
church at 1925 Rile at. on Sunat a very early age and re- will receive awards in June
Members
of
the
Sero
club
day, April 19, starting at 3
mained in church work there at St. Louis.
of St. Andrew AME church at :and the publig is invited. p.m.,
until her death.
Presenting the awards were 887 S. Parkway east
claim
that
Music for the program will
Among survivors are two William H. Gaskill, representno one will leave their Rain- be furnished by the
daughters, M r a. Josephine ing the American Institute of
Christian
bow Tea and Fashionette on Women's choir and
guest soloBridge, a city school teacher, Architects, and James L
Sunday, April 19, without hav- ists.
who is well known for her Draper, representing the ing
enjoyed themselves, and
Mrs. Ethel Webb is chairman
community work, particularly
the public is invited.
of the program, with Mrs. Lauin the J-U-G-S; and Mrs. VirThe affair will be held at ra Albrooks
ginia Grinner; four sons, Cleoand Mrs. Alice
the church between 4 and
Mitchell as co-chairmen. Mrs.
phus, Askton, Vernon Johnp.m.
Bettie Ditson is, president of
son, a city school teacher; and
Mrs. Irene Massey is chair- the club
and Mrs. Willie Ada
Robert Kimbrough, Jr.; a sisman, Miss Callie Winfield Clark
club reporter.
ter, Miss Hannah Shaw, two
chairman of fashions and Mrs. Rev.
C. Crawford will be host
aunts, Mrs. Virginia Johnson
When National Secretaries E. Shaw reporter.
Pastor,
and Mrs. Hannah Noel and Week is observed
here. April
six grandchildren.
19-24, members of the Bluff
City Educational Secretaries
(over all other vodka*)
association, will hold their
second annual program at
Georgia Avenue schoca,
Wednesday, April 22, at 8
185 Horse Shoe Cove
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
p.m., announces the president
5117 Sonetta
Memphis Chapter of Lane of the local association, Mrs.
10:A.M. 'Til Dark
College Alumni association has Minnie L. Robinson.
made plans to sponsor a FashTheme of this year's celeion Show in Melrose High bration is "Focus On ResponChanged Listings, Additional Listings, Ads in Yellow Pages
School's auditorium, Sunday, sibility — Our Challenge."
April 19 from 4:30 p. m. to
Don't wait! Call our Business Office now to
Guest speakers will be Mrs.
p. m.
Lawrence Coe, a member of
change listings in the Telephone Directory. And
Models and musicians will Memphis Board of Education,
remember — additional listings for members of
come from the metropolitan and Lee Thompson, director
area of Memphis and Jackson, of administrative service of
your family or firm may be included for little
Tenn.
Memphis city schools.
extra cost.
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Airmen To Visit
Local Colleges
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Editor's Aide •
Takes Feleral
Job In D. C.
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LeMoyne To Play Post
To Ceylon Ambassador
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LeMovne Coed Sets Date To
Wed Air Force Journalist

Principal &I* At
Li rar war Program

Hold Rites For
Mrs. Kimbrough

Singing Groups To
Give 'Jubilee Day'
At New Pilgrim

PEST

Zetas To Fight
For Civil Rights

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

O.Z. EVERS

Service Club To
Present Program
At Grace Baptist

Rainbow Tea And
Fashions At Church

•

Ph. FA 7-6033

NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY CLOSES SOON

the

EYES

Secretaries Week
To Be Observed
April 18-22
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Lane Alumni To
Hold Fashion Show
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GO BY BUS

Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.
* A GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

_

OPEN HOUSE

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room -Kitchen and Den.
F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND
398-1956

PEACE REALTY
4787 Hornlake Rd.

Lan 0811. VirjEs

Mr. Businessman — Be sure you're represented
in the Yellow Pages — the best way to tell
people how to find you.Smart Shoppers heed the
advice to "Let your fingers do the walking.
Read the ads... Learn the facts... Find it fast
... Shop the Yellow Pages way."

*Southern Sell
LET YOUR F1NW RS DO THE WALKINS

Willie Jamerson Gets
Nashville Pastorate

Orange Mound Resident •

A 1960 graduate of LeMoyne conference, presided at the orFuneral services for Mrs. daughter, Miss Quincy M. id'college has been ordained and dination council and at the
installed as pastor of Howard ordination service. The ordi- Mary Brown Williams, long- Donald of Memphis, and other
Congregational church in nation sermon was delivered time resident of the Orange relatives.
community, were held
Nashville.
in National
.
Interment was
by Dean Lionel A. Arnold of Mound
last Thursday night at the
The new minister is the Rev. LeMoyne.
cemetery on Friday morning.
in
God
Church
Temple
of
Willie J. Jamerson who reRev. Jarnerson is now a minT. H. Hayes and Sons Funeral
cently received the bachelor biter in full standing of the Christ with Elders Samuel
home was in charge of al of divinity degree from the United Church of Christ with Smith and C. H. Mason, Jr.,
rangements.
Chicago Theological Seminary. headquarters in New York delivering the eulogy.
Mrs. Williams died early
Rev. Jamerson is the hus- City.
band of the former Miss Iris Other United Church of Saturday morning, April 4, at
Atkins, a 1961 graduate of Le- Christ ministers participating her residence at 760 Hanley
Moyne. They are parents of In the ordination service were street. She had returned from
two daughters.
the Rev. J. T. Stanley of E. II. Crump Memorial hosNEV. MICKLE PRESIDES
Greensboro, N. C., Dr. Ken- pital one week before her
The Rev. John Charles drick Grobel of the Vander- death.
Mickle, pastor of Second Con- bilt Divinity School, Dr. LawA native of Murdell, Miss.,
gregational Church is Melia- rence Jones of Fisk Universi- Mrs. Williams joined the Bapphis, student personnel coun- ty, the Rev. Clyde Flannery tist church at an early age
selor at LeMoyne and modera- of Nashville and the Rev. Carl- but was converted to the
tor of the Tennessee-Kentucky ton Weber of Philadelphia, Pa. Church of God in Christ in
1914 in Pritcher, Miss., and
joined the Temple church after moving to Memphis.
Dr. H. C. Hamilton, dean Arnold who entertained at
Other participants on the
of Morehouse College in At- breakfast last Sunday morn- funeral program were Mrs.
lanta, was a Memphis visitor ing. Others reminiscing with Lucy Twyman and Mother
last week-end, busy interview- him were Mrs, Louise Davis, Clayborne, who gave remarks
ing prospective students for Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Flowers about Mrs. Williams as a
member of the church, the
the famed men's college. Dr. and Mrs. Marjorie then.
community and as a wife. The
Hamilton, a former Memphian
and once dean of LeMoyne Know Your Negro History obituary was read by Mrs.
Anna
Mabry.
All Cob', and CaIlit
College, has an outstanding
Combinations
The highest ranking Negro
..
Music for the service was
record as an educator. Mrs.
,
deo far Ushers end
officer ever to serve in the sung by the choir and soloists •
Hamilton is the former execuOTONnizations
U.S. Armed Forces was Major Mrs. Frances Flag and Miss
.—,—........
tive secretary of the Atlanta
.
OMEN FURNITURE DEPT.
General Benjamin 0. Davis, Lillie B. Anderson.
Urban League and a member Jr.,
pI8,
has, 1011,111. Taslts
who acted as Deputy Chief
Survivors include her husof the national board of the
law.? Prices avaIlablo
of Staff for Operations, the band, Manney Williams;
a
organization.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
United States Air Force, Eu- grandson, James W. McDonAmong former friends ex- rope. He was confirmed as a
ald, Sr., and a great-grandson, SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
tending courtesy to Dr. Ham- major general by the U.S.
101
OS Whitehall St., S.W.
James W. McDonald, Jr., of
ilton, were Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Senate in 1959.
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 5, g,sot,i.
Los Angeles, a great-grand

"And one of the malefaeThe world is filled with peotors, which wire 'hanged pie who can't, won't or don't
railed on Hint saying: "If think straight. Their thinking
Thou be the Christ, save is always to the left. Seeing
Thyself and usl" Luk• 23:311 something positive or good in
JESUS CHALLENGED
any occasion is far from their
History has it that the man thinking. Here this man dying
who uttered these words was upon the cross says to Jesus,
the man hanging to the left "If Thou be Jesus save thyof Jesus. Not only was he self and us!" This was no time
hanging on the left but his for such thinking. The occathinking was to the left, May- sion demanded that thinking
be this is accountable for his of an entire new trend be
being on the left.
brought into the picture.
This m a n (thief) in hi s WARPED THINKING
thinking wassymbolic of I would dare say today that
much of the thinking not of our world i IS in its current
his day but of all days. This condition because we have so
was not the first time that many people who have joined
Jesus has been thusly
chal- that group of leftist thinking.
lenged. Upon coming from His People have warped thinking
wilderness the devil comes to when it comes to good a n d
Him and demands, "If thou be bad; people have warped
the Son of God, command thinking when it comes to
these stones to become bread!" teaching: and people have
But in spite of all the leftist warped thinking when it,
thinking in our day we can comes to the spiritual things
be grateful of the fact that of life.
there has always been some
With all of this unfounded
people who have had the more thinking about us, no wonder
courage to think correctly. our world is in the condiThe thief on the right of Jesus tion which we find it today.
reminded the, abusive thief Basically the thinking of peothat his ,state was a justifiable ple is no higher than their
state while that of Jesus had deeds. Low thinking begets
no basis for being. Then the low deeds.
second thief took a second Today our thinking must
thought — he recognized rise above the thinking of
Jesus as Jesus — and being those who always think as
mindful of His mission tells one who exist to the left of
Jesus when His arrives in His that which is right. We must
kingdom to remember him,
be ever mindful of the higher
Mrs. Alfreda Gibbs Bunton,
IDEAS MUST RISE
things of life we represent and
In lieu of noble experiences having hitched ourselves to ontralto, will be presented in
and high living people will the nobler stars of life try to a concert at the Metropolitan
inevitably resort to low think- do all that we can to mani- Baptist Church, 767 Walker
ing. Much of the tanking of feat that better part of our- Ave., Saturday evening, April
8, at 8 o'clock, under the
today is a matter of justificanun. We know that what we
As one looks at Paul, the sponsorship of the Interdeare doing is a matter of our apostle, Helen Keller, Bee- nominational Ministers' Wives'
due coming to us, but we thoven, and countless others Council of Memphis and Shelwould rather try to cover up who have had all types of by County. Mrs. Bunton, the
our ill deeds with vile think- crosses to bear, he can take wife of Bishop Henry C. Buninc than to justify the or- hope and refocus his thinking On, is a charter member of
deals through which we are on the nobler things of life he sponsoring organization.
going in light of what has and thereby make himself an
The artist was born and
happened to us because of our example for the struggling reared in Montgomery. Ala.
thinking and ultimate deeds, people of his generation.
She was graduated from Fisk
The thief on the right was University where she received
Know Your Negro History just
as near death as the one her concert experience while
The number of Negroes in en the left but his wholesome traveling with the Fisk UniSan Francisco grew from a :outlook on life has historically versity choir. She was a memfew thousand in 1930 to 25,000 made him one to be admired.
two decades later.
So it can be with each of us.
—

Morehouse Dean Visits Here

khI

ber of the renowned Fisk Jubilee Singers two seasons after
graduation.
She is also an accomplished
pianist and a master of the
autoharp on which she will
play two or three numbers.
She will sing such numbers asi
"Der Tod Und des Madchen,"
by Schubert, "My Heart at
Thy Sweet Voice" from "Samson and Delila," by SaintSaeens, and "I Talked to God
Last Night," by David Guion.
The contralto, who is a native
Alabamian, will sing 'This
May Be The Las' Time" as it
is 'sung on Tuscaloosa County, Alabama where she served
for 14 years as head of the
Music Department of Stillman
college.
She will he accompanied at
the piano by Wilford Glenn,
minister of music at Mt. Olive
CME church. The concert is
Baptist church, open to the public.
Oakville
3107 Knight Rd., is set to ob'serve annual Men's Day, Sunday, April 19. A fellowship
Breakfast has been planned
carof
white
corsage
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hall of wore a
for 7:30 that morning. The
Mason, Tenn., announce the nations.
guest speaker at the breakdaughter,
marriage of their
The groom's mother chose a fast will be B. T. Lewis of
to
Hall,
Miss Wilma Maurice
soft green dress for her son's Stephen Baptist church.
HUMBOLDT, Tenn. — SL
Lieut. Cecil B. Patterson, Jr., wedding and also wore a corThe pastor of the church, James Baptist church has
and
son
Mrs.
of
Mr.
the
USA,
sage of white carnations.
Rev. H. J. Thompson, will made plans to dedicate its
Cecil B. Patterson, Sr., NewWedding music was present- preach at 11 a. m. At a 2:90 educational building during
port News, Va.
ed by R. Marvin Carter of p.m. program. Charles L. Boyle dedicatory services Sunday,
The wedding took place on Chattanooga
will speak from the theme April 26. This will mark the
Saturday, March 21, in the HAMPTON SENIOR
"Men of Faith." The featured first phase of the church's
Carver Memorial Presbyterian
Mrs. Patterson will continue speech will he delivered by building program on a pay-aschurch in Newport News
you-go basis. The first unit,
her studies at Hampton Insto Rev. L. S. Wicks.
The bride, given in rna-r-44ute from which her husband
Savage is chairman of which cost more than $30,000,
nage by her father, wore a was graduated and became a theVan
was started two years ago.
celebration.
satin sheath gown covered { member of Kappa Alpha Psi
A former pastor of the
with Chantilly lace and satin fraternity.
I church, Rev. A. J. King of
train. Her fingertip veil hung
Pensacola, Fla., will give the
A reception was given for
from a crown trimmed with
featured addresses at 11 a.m.
pearls and rhinestones. She the couple immediately folat 3 p.m.
carried a Bible topped with lowing the ceremony in the
Also during the week of
home of the groom's parents.
lilies of the valley.
April 26 there will be lectures
Hostesses were Peggy Miller,
Miss Enola Gilchrist of Suron all phases of church servAnnual Woman's Day at ice, which
ry. Va., was the maid of honor. Sylvia Parker, Carmen Drayare open to the
Mt. Pisgah C.M.E. Church
She wore a mint green dress ton and Faye Dempsey.
The newlyweds will make 2490 Park Ave., is to he ob- public.
and carried a bouquet of white
The
committee in charge of
their home in Sioux City, Iowa, served Sunday April 19.
carnations.
activities affiliated with the
in June following the bride's
THEME "Christian Wom- celebration are: L.
BEST MAN
C. Bonds,
graduation from Hampton InsAirman Second Class Wilen Built on the Church One Mrs. 0. V. Baskerville, I. H.
titute.
Foundation."
liam Azel Patterson was his
Ledford, Mrs. Erlene Croom,
Guest speaker at 11 A.M. M. H. Croom, Herman
brother's best man. Ushers
PorMontgomery
Know
Your
History
Negro
Eva
will
be
Mrs.
were Anthony Watson, Baltiter, W. K. Smith, Flem Thomas
Kan.
of
Topeka,
Walker
more, Md., and Ernest Williams
The U.S. Supreme Court,
and Rev. J. T. Freeman, the
of Newport News.
A special training session pastor.
during World War II, declared
The mother of the bride unconstitutional a Texas law for women, laymen and youths
wore a yellow crepe dress excluding Negroes from the of the church will he held at
Know Your Negro History
6 P.M. The Women's Group
with matching accessories and white primary.
The Congress of Racial
led by Miss Martell Twigg of
Centenary Methodist church, Equality conducted its first
and Mrs. Nannie German, will sit-in in Chicago if 1942.
discuss "Health and Social
Welfare."
For the youths there will
be a discussion on "Preparation for Marriage — Marriage
and Home Making" by Mrs.
Lucy Suttles.
For the men—"The Church
Reaches Out" by Rev. Mrs.
(ROUND FLOOR
Vivian Hankins and Mrs. Winnie L. Hill.
STERICK BUILDING
The public is invited. ChairWHIR, 10.55 MCI YOU
L.11 IRL/FR/801AL
man is Mrs. Winnie L. Hill.
SERVIC1
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is pastor.

Oakville Church
Holds Men's Day

St. James Church
Holds Dedication

Disneyland Trip for the winning
boy or girl and his or her parents.
(Trip must be taken by July 25,1964)

Mt, Pisgah Church
To Observe wi omeirend
Day,' April 19th

Reconditioned
TV's
Free
Service & Warranty

CITY FINANCE

Immediate Delivery
Regardless of Credit

Easy Terms
Call 278-0781

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

3rd PRIZE
RCA Black &
White Portable
Television

4th PRIZE
RCA Portable
Transitor Radio

Get your
FREE
ENTRY
BLANKS
AT BIG STAR!
All dogs must have
proof of rabies inecculati on and deg
license, be clean
and combed and on a
leash and under control at all times.
All prizes are nontransferable, and
must be accepted in
lieu of cash awards.
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10th Anniversary of the J-U-G-S' Living Ads Ball brought
out the best in spring showers, umbrellas, beautifuly
flowers, pretty Living-Ads and good sponsors. Above are,

Pretty living Ads and their sponsors, presented at the
J-U-G-S,
10th annual charity ball last Friday night

10th ANNIVtroAnt
left-right William 0. Little of the Tri State Defender and
Miss Angela Flowers, MLss Claudette Tucker and sant II.

are: left-right: William "Bill" Nabors, representat
ive of
the local Coca-Cola Bottling Co., who sponsored Mlis

• meeting of Alpha Kappa AlHis educational career In•,pha Sorority was held at eludes his attendance at HamMontgomery, Ala. on Easter ilton High School, Tennessee
.
• Week-end, and representing State Univ. where he receivMemphis was Mrs. E. J. Per- ed the B.S. and M.S. degrees,
• kins who is the regional par- and post graduate work at
liamentarian; Miss Velma L. Wayne University.
Jones, basileus of the graduate
Mr. Fisher is now anticipatchapter, Miss Santa Brown, ing his summer wedding with
Mrs. Edith Willis and Miss Miss Patricia Elaine Pyant of
Gloria Massey, all graduate Evansville, Ill.
members. Mrs. Perkins' husMR. AND MRS. ARTHUR
band Thomas, accompanied IRONS, former
Memphians
her to Montgomery, and they and now of
New York City,
motored to the famed South- are veteran
travelers who
• ern city, accompanied by Miss have visited practically every
Jones and Mrs. Hattie Yar- continent in
the world, who
borough of Covington, Tenn, and are abroad
every year,
Miss Massey drove down also will be leaving
New York on
and was accompanied by Mrs. the 10th for
Africa this time,
SPRING OVERTURES per- of Michigan and Symington of Willis, Miss Brown and two visiting Nigeria, Ghana and
undergrad
uates f rom Beta Kenya.
meate the activities of count- Missouri, to say nothing or havless families and individuals ing visited the Embassy of In- Tau, whose names we did not Speaking of Africa, friends
receive.
. . and we're happy to keep dia, where the wedding reof Bill and Andrewnetta Jones
Ernest Bell, son of Mrs. must have been pleased to
adding to that perennial list ception was held for one of
of collegians and prep-school- her schoolmates from India. Mattie Bell, a freshman at recognize Bill's picture in Life
ers visiting during Spring Ann says that Howard Uni- Lincoln University at Jeffer- Magazine recently, w he ii
break.
versity has the largest enroll- son City, Mo., spent the week- American newsmen were quesAs aside, let it be stated ment of foreign students of end with his mother and his tioning U. S. I. A. representaaunt, Mrs. M. L. Adams. His tives
here and now that many a any school in the country.
in Nigeria and governhouseguest for the vacation me,nt officials.
local teacher and student in HOT SPRINGS
We had a long
A group of well-known interim was Dennis Gungy of and interesting family - log
our public schools look with
Gary,
Ind.
just plain envy on those lucky graduates of Manassas High
letter from them some time
Speaking of the BELL-AD- back, and we're sure that they
souls, who despite the fact School and their friends, folthat they remain in regular lowed the lure of Alumni AMS manse and household, will have many interesting
session longer than we do here, president J. D. Williams' call we have just learned that Mrs. memories of t he colorful
for the seasonal interlude for a chartered bus trip to Hot Richard (Marie L.) Adams has emerging land they are curseems to come at a time when Springs, Ark, to visit the track been -confined to Collins Chap- rently living in with their
one's energy is at its lowest and to sight-see in the inter- el Hospital„ recently, and has children. Bill is a librarian
esting Arkansas metropolis had to forego that busy sched- with USIA, and was former
peak in the school year.
Back to our stated purpose that is an internationally mec- ule which she maintains as librarian at Owen College and
ca for tourists and for people one of our city's most ardent Andrewnetta was formerly a
-spring break—Lovely Siinterested in the therapeutic club women. She is a retired medical technician at John
mone McAnulty, daughter of
value of Hot Springs' thermal teacher, and since her school Gaston Hospital and later at
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McAnulty, waters.
days are over, she has re- Medical Associates, Inc.
a Fisk University junior, came
Arrangements were made by mained just as busy, holding
WET, BUT GAY WEEK-END
home with a houseguest, pert
the McKenzie Motel for the important positions in her
Ramona Davis of Baltimore,
The rains came in a devergroup, and a fun-filled week- church, civic and social or. whirling deluge
d
isahy
Md.
lastsun
a
end trip was enjoyed by the ganizations, which causes her
Saturday and Sunday,
Another well-known col- group,
including Mesdames to be called "Mrs. Club-Lady"
but the week-end was anylegian who was home was
Bebe Fingal, Katie Jackson, by her many friends.
thing but drippy, what with
CHARLES BRANHAM, presiSallie Bartholomew, Bernice TOURS HOLY LAND
the gay shennanigans scheddent of the freshman class of Williams
(Mr. Williams' wife), A former Memphian, GILuled for last Friday night.
Rockford College, and who is Awilda Woods,
Callie Young, BERT FISHER, III, son of Mr.
merely keeping up the trend
Moceal
Williams,
Temple and Mrs. Gilbert Fisher, Jr., Out at Curries Tropicana
of his high school days—that Lyles, Virginia Branscomb
, of 1887 Freemont Avenue, left SIGMA GAMMA RHO SOof leadership, for he was the 011ie Johnson,
Clemmie Bos- April 1, for a month's tour of RORITY's formal was in full
president of the senior class
ley, Amanda Johnson, Minnie the Holy Land. A Catholic, sway . . . and at the Mezzaat Manassas High last year. Cooper, Susie
Curry and son, Gilbert left with his priest nine Ballroom, the 10th AnHe's the son of popular teach- D. M. Johnson,
Ora D. Frier- and other Catholics, who are nual J-U-G-S' Charity Ball
er and musician, Mrs. Char- son, Lillie
M. Walker Fannie laymen, for a journey to 13 with Living Ads promised to
lesetta Branham and Rev. Britton.
St. Ivory Jeans, and countries. These countries in- lure scores . . and at the Top
Charles Branham of Los AnMr. and Mrs. E. M. Jackson, clude Jordan, Turkey, Switz- Hat and Tails Club, THE
geles.
FOUR SUITERS were hosts at
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Anderson erland, Cyprus and Greece.
an elegant cocktail party.
di We ran into lovely Ann Bur- and children, Mrs. Mattie
B. Gilbert is presently teaching
Your scribe did not get to
Word during her spring break, Ward, Mr. -.nd Mrs. Elsia social
studies at Clintondale
and she had many interesting Ward who all thoroughly en- High
School, a suburban school
things to say about college life joyed the hospitality and of Detroit,
Mich. He has been Know Your Negro History
in the Nation's capitol, where friendliness of their bus op- recently
offered employment Eighty-four times more Neshe has had occasion to meet erator, J. L. Hensley.
with General Motors as a pub- groes received,bachelor's
deand talk with Senators Diggs
The Southeastern regional ic relations advisor.
grees in 1950 than in 1905,

Lo ViPlu ALA, CALL
Johnson Jr. of Travis-Bruce Construction company; Miss
Doris Price and James Smith representing Dattel Realty

Diane Briscoe: Miss Helen Marzette and Mrs. Ann L.
Weathers or Bleach & Glo. company; Miss Patsy Strong
either of the events, for we .and came out without funchad to drive through one of itioning brakes, causing us to
the flooded underpasses which I park the dear Valiant for safe.
aotted
the city Friday night. ty first.
• .

Company and Miss Brenda Rice and Robert "Honey Boy"
Thomas of %MA radio.

and Mr.. Ernestine Miller of Harlem House, Inc. Miss
Georgia Hawkins, sponsored by Southern Funeral Home,
Miss Mary Truitt, Memphis World and Miss Beatrice
Rush of WI.OK radio; Miss Myrna Williams and Samuel
Peace, Lakeview Homes management. — (Photos by
Ernest Withers)

By MARJORIE I. ULEN

Angeleno and Bruce, at play in the always•
lively recreation room of the Green home.
"Angelette has just graduated from the
bottle to the cup," Mrs. Green explains,
"and of course we keep her on Carnation,
miied with water." Carnation is the milk
with extra Vitamin D, for sound teeth and
bones. Even when you add an equal amount
of water, it is richer than sweet, whole milk.•
HemdboO• #8.-Corrioosoion el Foods-

0

CARNATION'S FAILURE-PROOF
SWE'ET POTATO PIE(Mske.S.toch we)
"All 17 of our children have one thing in common."
declares Mrs. Carrie W. Green (front center,.
WI" Mrs. Green was a cafeteria manager before her
marriage—that helps. One
of her favorite desserts is sweet potato pie made with
Carnation (see recipe at right). Mr. Shade
A. Green (second from right, front), was selected
Businessman of the Year for 1963 by the
Washington, D.C. Observer. Al) but one of the Green
children Cr. shown in this photograph.

"They love to

This well-known accountant, Businessman
of the Year, has 17 exemptions

1 cup granulated sugar
/
1
2teaspoon salt
11
/
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1/2 teaspoon ginger
1/2 teaspoon allspice
/
1
2teaspoon cloves
11
/
2 cups mashed canned
sweet potatoes
12/3 cups (large can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK

2 eggs
9-inch single crust unbaked pie shell
Shade A. Green, all-state fullback at
North Carolina College and later a
government auditor, left the Treasury
Department in 1946 to establish his
accounting firm in Washington, D.C.
A minister's son, he is a deacon at
Matthews Baptist Church. He teaches
accounting and coaches basketball at
Cortez Peter* Business College. And
he finds time to be active in the Chamber of Commerce.

Mr.Green's business and family "grew
up" together-by leaps and bounds!
The oldest boy, Shade Jr., 21, majors
in psychology at North Carolina College. The baby, Angelette, is 11
/
2.
"The doctor recommended Carnation
for every one of the babies'formulas,"
Mrs. Green declares. Carnation in the
red:and white can is the world's leader
for infant feeding-the milk every
doctor knows.

grnation

Mix filling ingredients
until smooth. Place
in unbaked pie shell.
Bake in hot oven
(425*F.) 15 minutes.
Lower temperature
to moderate (350*F.)
and continue baking
about 35 min. or until
knife inserted In filling
comes out clean.Cool.
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Action Now Or Bloodshed!
The battle for civil rights has
begun. The momentum of the
debate so far does not lend itself
to an early conclusion of the
struggle. Senate Democratic
whip Hubert H. Humphrey challenged the Southern bloc to
permit a vote after "full and
fair' debate.
The South did not agree, The
Dixiecrat strategy is to prolong
deliberation on the measure long
enough to discourage any affirmative action on the bill as it
now stands. The segregationists
hope to gather converts to their
cause as the issue of equality
lingers in the Senate.
Moreover, they want to push
civil rights into the campaign
so as to force the Presidential
nominees to take a definitive
stand on a boiling hot matter
that agitates the conscience of

the American people as a whole.
But nothing will be more
conducive to civil strife, to massive demonstrations and denunciations than the spectacle of a
Southern filibuster indefinitely
blocking the will of the majority
and frustrating the dreams of
Negro citizens.
There will be riots all over
this land if the civil rights bill
in its present form is not entered in the statute books as a
legal entity in a reasonable
length of time.
The burden of the responsibility for what tragedies that
may ensue will rest squarely on
the shoulders of those unreasonable, feeble-minded Southern
old men in the U. S. Senate.
Their hands will be dripping
with blood. Let them bear the
consequences!

Only In America

A Notable Ruling
The Supreme Court made another landmark decision when it
set aside the contempt conviction of Mary Hamilton, a Negro
woman who declined to answer
in an Alabama court when she
was addressed as "Mary."
The NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund had asked
the Supreme Court to review
the case. In its brief, the national organization set forth the
plea that the addressing of Negroes familiarly by their first
names was a major phase in the
South's racial caste system.
Miss Hamilton, 28 years old, is
a field secretary for the Congress of Racial Equality. She was
arrested in connection with a
demonstration in Gadsden, Ala.
The validity of the arrest is still
being litigated in a separate
case. The contempt issue arose
when she sought her release on
a writ of habeas corpus and was
questioned in court by the solicitor for that judicial circuit. This
is the dialogue that followed:
Q. Mary, I believe you were
arrested. Who were you arrested by?
A. My name is Miss Hamilton. Please address roe correctly.

Q. Who were you arrested by,
Mary?
A. I will not answer a question until I am addressed correctly.
Without filing of formal
charges or a hearing, she was
immediately held in contempt.
She was fined $50 and sentenced
to five days in jail, which she
has served. She has been on
bail because she has indicated
she will not pay the fine.
The reversal of the contempt
action cuts a deep swath in the
path of Southern mores. Dixie
segregationists would rather
call a black man Colonel, Major,
Professor or Doctor, anything
but Mister. As to the Negro
woman she is always referred
to by her first name.
For the first time since slavery, the South's social history is
in danger of being reconstructed
in conformity with accepted
standards of decorum and decency toward the Negro citizen.
The court's decision is bound
to affect, in the long run, those
repugnant, indefensible mores
which have served to aggravate
the relations between the races
rather than inspire racial harmony and cultural coexistence.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
LET US FACE IT
I have often heard it said that
"the day will come when one
will need a college degree to dig
a ditch." That day has not come
— and I dare say that it will not
likely to ever come. However, I
must say in defense of the unknown author of that bit of exaggerated prophesy, that the
person who cannot read or write
As not likely to be hired for a
ditch-digging job.
Reading and writing is a requirement to qualify for any job
that I am acquainted with. Being
absolutely candid, it is dangerous
to employ a person at any job
who cannot read or write.
The president of AFL-CIO,
George Meany, said the other
day that he endorses and labor
unions will give their full support to the Administration's antipoverty bill (HR 10440) but he
sounded a sad note when he said
"this bill, worthy though it is,
will not end poverty in AmerHe said that "jobs, jobs, jobs
— at good wages, jobs for all —
are the only real answer to poverty
The hardest hit by the "degree
for ditch-digging jobs" are nonwhites.
W. WILLARD WIRTZ
Many years ago, public education was practically non-available to a vast majority of nonwhites. Later, when it was more
available to them, they did not
prepare educationally for a variety of professions.
This point was sharply emphasized recently by the U. S.
Department of Labor Secretary
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W. Willard Wirtz, when he was
reporting to Congress on the
first full year of operations under the Manpower Development
And Training Act. In his report,
he stated that "the effects of
lack of schooling are so drastic
in the case of some youths, that
not only are they unable to find
any employment for which they
are qualified but they are virtually incapable of being trained
for a vocation and job,"
Wirtz went on to say that
nearly one-fourth of the manpower program trainees at the
present time are non-white —
about the same proportion as
this group represented among
unemployed persons. in 1963."
He added, "More than 40 per
cent of all trainees were women."
SOCIAL MALADJUSTMENT
They narrowed their academic
training to preaching, teaching,
medicine and practicing law.
Now that non-whites can obtain
employment in sundry of fields,
they are not prepared in appreciatable numbers.
Thus, non - whites are on a
vicious merry-go-round, when or
where it will stop nobody knows.
In the meantime, taxpayers will
suffer under the burden of providing food, housing and medical care for those who are unemployable because they were
victimized by a sinister system
of exclusion many years ago.
Ign,orance can breed poverty
which in turn is fertile grounds
for many other social maladjustment and social ills.
Let us face it.

muomnimuimominnuminiminnollimmimmumnimmilionimmi,By HARRY GOLDEN

Success Of The Immigrant
country been superior people—
In his State of the Union
message, President Lyndon
the cream of the countries they
Johnson recommended that
came from — there would have
Congress "lift the bans of disbeen not one U.S.A. but a mosaic
crimination against those who
of lingual and cultural groups.
seek entry into our country."
"It was due to the fact that
The President said:
the majority of the immigrants
"In establishing preferences,
were of the lowest and poorest
a nation built by immigrants of
the despised and the rejected,
all lands can ask those who seek
that the heterogeneous millions
admission,'Whet can you do for
blended so rapidly and thorcountry?'
not
... We should
our
oughly. They came here with
be asking: 'In what country
the ardent desire to shed their
were you born?'"
Old World identity and be reThe late President Kennedy
born to a new life; and they
had felt strongly on this point.
were automatically equipped
In a little book he wrote for the
with an unbounded capacity to
Anti-Defamation League. Mr.
imitate and adopt the new.
Kennedy spoke of the success of
"The strangeness of the new
the immigrant despite the prefucountry attracted rather than
dice which often swept over
repelled them. They craved a
him. Wrote J. F. K.:
identity and a new life —
new
remarkabl
fact
e
"Yet it is a
and the stranger the new world,
that in spite of this agitation
the more it suited their inclina.. . the sense of America as a
tion. Perhaps, to the non-Anglorefuge for oppressed and downSaxons, the strangeness of the
trodden people was never far
language was an added attracfrom the consciousness of
tion. To have to learn to speak
Americans."
enhanced the illusion of being
The philosopher Eric Hoffer,
born anew.
in "The True Believer," makes
"Imitation is often a shortthe point that we were lucky
cut to a solution. We copy when
as a nation that our vast 19th
we lack the inclination, the
Century immigration was not
ability or the time to work out
Anglo-Saxon. The Anglo-Saxon
an independent solution. People
immigrants looked upon our
in a hurry will imitate more
culture with contempt and were
readily than people at leisure.
eager to change it.
Hustling thus tends to produce
Luckily for America the big
uniformity. And in the deliberimmigration came from the
ate fusing of individuals into a
Mediterranean a n d Eastern
compact group, incessant action
Europe. These people were
will play a considerable role."
awed by America. They tried
I witnessed this process as a
desperately to imitate us, not to
boy on the Lower East Side of
show us. Even the fact that they
New York daring the days of
did not know the language was
unrestricted immigration to our
a blessing for America. Learnshores. The immigrant came off
ing a new language is like bethe gangplans, looked into the
ing born again . . . a revitalized
faces of thf Americans, and
intellectuality which was to
repeated the words of hope that
America's good fortune.
were spoken a few million times
"A feeling of superiority
a day, in dazens of different
counteracts imitation," wrote
languages, "Ah, when will / be
Mr. Hoffer."Had the millions of
7ike them?"
immigrants who came to this
aaaaanaumumanawanamouumanuaaanamantainadmam minnonnawasuiimumminonommonnoonn
t
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'The Lady Really Has Gutse
"Women have plenty of guts,"
Big Mouth proclaimed. He had
just finished thoughtfully reading a New York newspaper.
"What is all that about?" I
wanted to know.
"I am digging the scoop on
this seventy-two-year old mom
of the Governor of Massachumetts and how she wiz: to
fail in Florida because she protested not being allowed in one

of them prefudiced hotels."
"Mrs. Malcolm Peabody is a
very courageous woman," I
said.
"Not only that," Big Mouth
agreed, "she also has guts. She
came right out and said she has
believed in freedom all of her
born days and them jail bars
didn't worry her none."
"Would you be that brave,
Big?" I askurl, "Would you go to

A VAST CONTEMPT
There is a vast contempt which
Negroes have for each other and
for Negroes in general which is
most deplorable. It is one of the
group's greatest drawbacks to
first-class citizenship . . . over
and above the conditions which
evoke the demonstrations, sitins, and what-have-you.
This "vast contempt" for each
other is expressed in the reluctance of too many Negroes to
believe that Negro insurancemen
and women know what they are
taking about and trying to sell
or to support Negro business. It
is shown in the attitudes of moat
Negroes toward Negro doctors.
Most Negroes only want to
use the services of Negro doctors in minor, or what they think
are minor, ailments. The vast
contempt is expressed in the
manner in which Negro readers
regard Negro newspapers and
other publications. Most Negroes
simply disregard news and opinions carried in Negro communication media. A radio station
operated wholly by Negroes has
comparatively few listeners
among the brothers.
HELPLESS SITUATION
One of the most telling instances of this "vast contempt"
is the Negro's current attitude
toward Negro school teachers.
It may be debatable, but it's a
matter worthy of consideration,
that one of the main factors behind the Negro's current and
frantic drive for school integration is his firmly grounded contempt for the Negro teacher.
The thing shows itself in an
alarming variety of ways. A Negro lawyer finds his advice seriously questioned by most Negroes, except when the fellow
brother is in a helpless situation
... and would listen to the words
of any jackass . . . for the sake
of comfort. The Negro preacher
must blush with envy to note the
most respectful attention given
to the occasional white minister
who addresses his congregation.
Negro school teachers have long
since noted the awed attention
their classes and co-workers give
to white supervisors and other
whites who appear before them.

Negro entertainers aren't
really "made" until they make
a name for themselves among
white audiences. Negro scholars
and good students don't rate until some white person and white
groups say so.
SEMI-FREEDOM
The situation suggests a form
of psychological slavery. The
"brother" has been brainwashed
to believe that no Negro can be
an authority on any issue . . .
unless endorsed by a white man.
And it's understandable. Two
hundred and fifty years of slave
conditioning still weigh more
than less than a hundred years
of semi-freedom.
The situation suggests what is
a major responsibility for current Negro leadership. In addition to carrying the ball to
break down the walls of the
ghetto which have kept the Negro out of the mainstream of
American life, the current and
future leadership has the job
of freeing the black, brown, and
beige masses of their "vast contempt" for each other.
Prejudice, based on color, is
more profound and deeper
among Negroes than most folk
realize and most Negroes care
to admit. Prejudice based upon
hair texture is one of the funniest, simplest and most tragic aspects of the inside life of the Negro in this country."Nappy hair"
is still a draw-back in Negro
America. "Good hair" has many
important connotations among
"your folks," Mister. The first
woman to earn a million dollars in America, was a Negro.
She was Mrs. J. C. Walker, who
manufactured a "M adame
Walker" item and process for
treating the hair of her fellow
sisters' in color. She made a fortune off the "vast contempt."
Now, even run-of-the-mill sociologists could give many plausible explanations of this phenomenon of our times. And it's high
time that they got word to the
masses of "your folk." Otherwise,
the drive for first-class citizenship will be hamstrung from
within ... the Negro's "vast contempt" for himself. Now, whatchubet ... or do you understand?
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Counter Revolt Is On
Six months ago we predicted
the coming of a white, northern
counter-revolution aimed in retaliation at the Negro Revolution of the summer, fall and
winter of 1963.
Having made this public prediction, we then sought out privately some of the most responsible, liberal white leadership.
We urged that swift, decisive
and bold action be taken to endorse and encourage the programs of responsible colored
leadership which seeks freedom
and justice for the Negro
through non-violence and constitutional means.
The white leadership was
shocked by our us. of the term
"counter-revolution" and failed
to take any steps to avert the
heightening tensions between
the races.
I do not like to say "I told you
so." It sounds very childish. But

I must point out that the
"counter - revolution" is here.
Regardless of who likes the way
the word sounds, "it is here."
Now, we will make another
prediction; that, unless the sane
and sound white leades.Np of
New York City and the North
move rapidly and courageously
to close ranks with genuine and
honorable- Negro generals of the
Freedom Fight like Roy Wilkins,
A. Philip Randolph, Martin
Luther King, Jr., W h it nay
Young, et al, there will be bloodshed and violence in northern
states and eastern communities
which will make the Birmingham incidents seem like a Sunday school picnic.
Call us alarmist if you will.
We cannot help being alarmed
when we consider the role that
the powerful daily press of this
nation appears to be playing in
the civil rights picture.

jail for your convictions."
"If a person is convicted, he
has to go to jail, man," Big replied. "Why do you constantly
ask such foolish questions."
"You have misunderstood
me," I answered patiently.
"What I mean is, would you go
to jail voluntarily for principle,
to take a moral stand."
"Frankly," Big replied. "I am
the outdoor type in so far as
freedom is concerned, I am not
the go-to-jail type. Some people
should fight inside for equal
rights and others are outside
fighters like me.
"Like, for instance,' I will
walk a picket line and carry a
freedom sign quick like a bunny. But when the man starts
that behind the bars talk, I am
walking away just as quick. It
is not that I am a coward. It is
just that I have more valueoutside."
"You remind me of the man
who deserts a friend when a

fight begins and explains he
went to get help."
"I would never desert any.
one," Big answered with heat,
"I Just know what my role is. A
man has to know his role. I am
not no jail-going civil righter,
but that doesn't keep me from
being a civil righter and a good
one. I will give my all to the
civil rights struggle, but not in
Jail. I must be free in order to
fight for freedom. Yes. air,
I
will give."
"Will you give five dollars for
an NAACP membership, a
five
dollar bill to Dr. Martin King's
SCLC and a contribution to the
National Urban League?"
I
asked.
"You know very well,"
Big
answered "that I have not
been
working for several
months
now."
He looked down at the newspaper again.
"That lady sure got guts," he
said.
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Zeta Sorority members and Amicae of the South Central
Region posed for this photograph immediately after a
two-day session at an annual meeting held at Mt. Helm
Baptist church in Jackson, Miss. National and regional
officers are shown, from center to left: Dr. Deborah P.
Wolfe of Washington, D. C., international grand basileus;
Mrs. Julia S. Polk of Jackson, Miss., regional director;
Mrs. Lois Gueringer of Nashville, associate Tennessee
director: Mrs. Ruth Powell of Mobile. Ala., associate

Walker Ave. PTA'club Holds Annual
Hears Panelists Tea it Fashion Show

Left-tight: Misses Mary Savage, Vents Worsham, Laverne
- Bonner, Pearl Parker Annette Carel), and Evelyn Sim-

Elementary
Walker
The
School PTA will present its
annual Spring Tea in the
school auditorium at 322 King
rd. on Sunday, April 19, ih
the school cafetorium between
4 and 6 p.m., and the public
is invited.
The theme for this year's
tea will be "Holiday Festivities."
Mrs. M. G. Harris general
chairman of the tea, Mrs. J.
E. Weathers, co-chairman, Mrs.
Hattie L. Lee, PTA president,
and Mrs. Evie Dean chairman
of publicity.
Charles W. Horner is principal.
LES PETITE CHERES were entertained by Miss Margaret
Bess at a recent meeting held at Tony's Inn. The members are pictured as they were making final arrangements
for their Fourth Annual Anniversary Dance which is to
be held at Curries Club Tropicanna. Friday night April
24. Left to right are Mesdames Merdis Pewitt, Aline

McGhee, Beatrice James, 'Betty J. Payne, president of
the club, Bernice Hughes, Miss Margaret Bess, Ozetta
Evans, Mary Chamberlain, Mattie Upshaw, Ella Turner
and Frances Johnson, reporters. Other members not shown
are Mesdames Evelyna Warren and Onnie Menn. Tickets
for the affair may be obtained from any of the members.

kl'Itll. IS

Alabama director; Mrs. Tommie Johnson of Selma. Ala.,
tamais grannateus; Mrs. Loretta; Mrs. Loretto Kate° of
Memphis, director of Amicae affairs; Mrs. Grace Harris
of Tuskegee Institute, Ala., regional Pan-Hellenic Connell
representative. Center to right: Mrs. Lawanna H. Ivey al
Oklahoma City, Okla., third anti basileus; Mrs. Bernice
A. E. Callaway of Memphis. Tenn., antipohritls: Mrs.
Vivian Stewart of Littlo Rock, Ark., associate Arkansas
director; Mrs. Rowen Cleveland of Selma. Ala., Tama's;
Mrs. Sable Hill of Jackson, Misc., grammateus; Mrs. Annie
Naylor of Memphis, Tenn., national Pan-Rellenic Council
representative; Dr. Zelia S. Evans of Montgomery, Ala.,
workshop director and Mrs. Eva Woodward, basileus of
Alpha Delta Zeta chapter of Jackson, Miss.

Amid showers last Sunday afternoon the Stitch And chat
Sewing Club held its annual
fashion tea at the Sigma GamAthII
ma Rho House on Saxon Ave.
Among guests appearing on
each
program were Miss Carrie
iIsulIIuuIluI
Bell Evans, Mrs. Varine DickI% uuuuuima
ens, who played a piano
duett. Tommy Pinkston and
his son, Donald modeled. Mrs,
Odie Johnson was the narrator.
Pouring punch were Miss
Carrie Canada and Mrs. Corine Cochran.

time you buy 2 half-gallons of

1 1 ,1 .1 .1 MIDWEST MILK
CART HOME SAVINGS!

Know Your Negro History
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., a
Congressman from New York's
Harlem, came to Congress in
1944 as the first Negro in that
State to attain such distinction.

Will Remember April Say J-U-G-S
By NEDRA SMITH
'consensus that Austin has no lets and fabulous door prizes
his haunting interpre- that guest received during in„
"An April To Remember ,peer in
tion of the popular tune.
termission at the ball.
was the theme for the
Kindly send me the Tri-State
April will be remembered
More than this, April will
J-U-G-S' 10th annual Charity
for genial A. C. "Moohah" be remembered for the memDefender to address below
Ball and many things will be
Williams whose gift for gab bers of J-U-G-S, headed by
remembered.
and ad-lib caused patrons to personable Geraldine Little
year $6.00 Six months $3.50
April was ushered in with relax and thoroughly enjoy who made an inspiring speech
showers galore, but it did not he presentation.
listing the contributions of
dampen the spirit of enthusiApril will be remembered J-U-G-S to charity.
astic and fun-loving citizens for the beauty of the MezzaMost of all, April will be
who attended the ball Friday, nine Ballroom. Ironically remembered because of YOU,
April 3, at the mezzanine ball- George Dawdy had decorated the interested patrons and
room in City Auditorium.
he ballroom with a myriad of friends of J-U-G-S who yearly
April will be remembered mbrelias which vicariously make attendance at this outfor the very lovely "living sheltered the guests with a standing affair a "must" for
ads" who gave of their time, warm glow.
benevolent and charity-mindeffort, beauty and talent to
April will be remembered ed citizens throughout the
present one of the most note- or the lovely souvenir hookworthy and entertaining presentations in many a year.
The costumes worn by the living ads were colorful and depicted the cities in the songs
that they were presented by.
April will be remembered
for the Bill Harvey band.
We nave purchased oil of Burk-Halts discontinued colors and are frying to get it sorted for your
whose unique arrangements
shopping convenience. Prices range from
to
both interior and exterior. Two truck
caused
favorable comment
loads of these tremendous values have arrived, so hurry on down for the best buys to be found.
from patrons in attendanc,
Lending a nostalgic tone 1.
INSULATION
DOOR UNITS
THRIFTY ITEMS
the ball was James Austin's
CENWOOD
LUMBER Good Lengths
Get ready for hot weather. Make
o;th
Complete
rendition of "I Left My Heart
two
Spit
trim.
sides
1.6
545
1.0
your house cooler this summer by
iamb. Yaw choice of lock. Bedroom
I .11 S4S
in San Francisco." It was the
2110
additional insulation in the attic.

A. Maceo Walker
Leaves For First
Part Of Trip
A. Mace° Walker, president
of the Universal Life Insurance Company and president
of the Tri-State Bank of Memphis, left Memphis last Sunday evening at 5 p.m. for
Washington, D. C., the first
stop on his trip to Mali. on .
the African Ivory Coast, where
he will represent the U. S.
State Department at a celebration of the Mali government.
Following a briefing session
with Secretary of State, Luther Hodges, Mr. Walker left for
New York City Monday where
he flew to Paris, France, before continuing on to Africa.
Mr. Walker will spend five
days at Mali, and will return
via Rome, Italy, where he will
spend two days and nights,
before returning to the U. S.
Before returning to Memphis, he will attend the meeting of the Fisk University
Board of Trustees in Nashville,
Tenn.

Where Your Taxes Go
WASHINGTON - (tT1) The Agriculture Department's
weekly economic ,nsect report
often carries a list of insect
interceptions of special interest at U.S. ports of entry.
Here is the report on a recent interception:
grasshopper
tw i d e''A
spread species in Orient) at
Seattle, Wash. Specimen kept
as pet in ship crew
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Two phones ... each perfectly suited to the business at hand.
a dainty Princess® extension in color. His, a Call Directore... one
of many new developments for modern business. The Call Director®
lets you hold calls, add on other inside phones to outside calla, set
up telephone conferences-with push-button ease. By increasing,
improving and speeding service, the Call Director,* gives you more
time for more business. Result, more profits. One example of the
latest, low-cost equipment developed for business.
Find out more. Just call your Telephone Company Business Office.
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Plans For 'May-Week' Activity
The "Mother of the Year" ity in any way.
Selection of the local "Moth- '•
will be named during the May
of F
Week activities (May 3-10) of er of the Year" is only one
by
the local chapter of the Delta the big events planned by
Deltas in the annual observSigma Theta sot ority.
Anna C. Cooke
Nominations are now being ance of "May Week," a nationclubs, church wide project of the sorority
Mrs. Mavle B. made. Various
'READINO THE KEY'
Penn with
Parent-Teacher Asso- over the years.
groups,
This week is being observed Davis serving as program
Scheduled activities, along
ciations, and other groups are
as National Library Week. The chairman.
the opportunity with the chairman if commitoffered
being
theme this year is "Reading
Mrs. Florence Ward, memmake nominations. Quee- tees which direct the specific
Is- The Key." Even with our ber of the Civic Pride Club, to
to be filled by events, include: A "Junior
tionnaires
newer forms of informational was crowned ''Queen of the
nominating a "Mother Miss" contest, Mrs. Dorothy
those
and entgrtaining media, such Federation" as she representchairman; the
of the Year" are being distrib- Westbrooks,
as radio and television, there ed the club bringing in the
by members of the Delta popular "Breakfast for Miuted
for
,tm should be a place
largest amouril of money. I
Brooks,
Sigma Theta sorority. One lady." Mrs. Mose
School,"
believe this is the third
books.
such questionnaire appears in chairman; "Charm
Pride
program
a
Civic
the
keep
straight year
We cannot
chairman;
this issue of the Tri-State De- Mrs. Hattie House,
we have viewed or listened club has won the honor. fender. Anyone may fill out "Mother of the Year" project,
to
junior
but
made
were
Awards
reference,
future
Cunningham,
to for
a questionnaire and make a Mrs. Ernestine
books can always be re-read. federated members for model- nomination. •
chairman: Kennedy Hospital
clothing.
is
reading
for
fashionable
deing
taste
If a
Deadline for the question- Visit, Mrs. Norma Griffin,
imiloped at an early age, the PLAN PEPPERMINT
to be in is April 24, chairman; Children's Hospital
naire
Members of the Jackson 1964. The filled-in question- Visit, Mrs. Gloria Hentrel,
Ilry that unlocks many doors
to opportunity is always with Alumnae chapter of Delta Sig- naire may be sent to any one chairma n; Presentation to
ma Theta Sorority gathered of the following people: Mrs. Mothers of Deceased Sorors,
US.
for their regular monthly Ernestine Cunningham. 1678 Mrs. Bernice Abron; Library
CAREER DAY AT LANE
The annual high sclool Ca- meeting on April 4. Hostesses Riverside Blvd.; Miss V. Pat- Project, Mrs. Rosalind Hayes,
reer Day was held on the were Sorors L. Pate, V. Pul- terson, 370 Elder Road; Mrs. and Scholarship Award, Mrs.
campus of Lane college on liam, S. Barnes, arid G. Brad- Sallie Bartholomew. 1993 Kathryn Thornton, Mrs. Elsie
Friday, April 3, with hundreds ley. Mrs. E. M. Perry, presi- South Parkway East. and Mrs. Thomas is chairman of the
of high school seniors com- dent, thanked the members Arneda Johnson, 1029 N. Sev- souvenir booklet committee,
ing from surrounding com- who pooled their efforts to enth, Apt. 2 . . . all of Mem- and Mrs. Lois Tarpley is chairmunities. During the visit to make the "Miss Bronze West phis.
man of the publicity committhe campus an address was Tennessee Pageant" a success. Judging for the "Mother of tee.
The pageant in its fifth the Year" will be done by a
given by Bernard Clay, inDetails for specific events
structor in business education. year, is growing by leaps and group that is not connected will be publicized as M a y
Students divided into groups bounds and is looked forward with Delta Sigma Theta soror- Week approaches. The Memof interest and received ad- to annually by Jackson and
phis Alumnae chapter (gradvice and guidance from per- surrounding communities in lady, crowned "Miss Fashion- uate) of the Delta Sigma
sons well versed in the va- the third week in March.
Theta sorority is sponsoring
etta."
for
The Delta calendar will wind
rious fields.
Aspiring for the title were: the May Week activities,
the
with
From Merry High School in up an exciting year
Andrews, a junior at this area.
Ruby
PepperJackson, 110 seniors attended presentation of the
Boliver Industrial High School
with their advisors, Mrs. Ro- mint Ball, climaxing May in Bolivar, Tenn., Nellie V.;'
week
first
the
setta McKissack, Mrs. F. M. Week activities
Porter, a senior at Fraizer
on, and John Werthing, in May.
High School in Covington,
Bell,
Maglivia
ng with R. L. Gibbs, inLittle Kathy
Tenn.; Shirley Davis, a junior .
Arva
Mrs.
of
student
. ructor in Physical Education. a music
at Merry High School in JackThey served in a dual capa- H. Robinson was. presented in son; Eunice McKinzie, a senior!
at
5,
April
Sunday,
on
consulrecital
city, as escorts and
at Webb High School in Mctants. The conference, under Christ Temple Church. The Kenzie, Tenn.; Laurine Woodthe direction of Mrs. E. M. little miss played 16 numbers son, senior at Polk High School
Perry, was both informative of such noted composers as in Milan, Tenn. and Louise •
and encouraging for our fu- Bach, Thompson, Mozart, Ros- Cousin, senior at West High '
ture leaders of tomorrow.
sini and others.
School in Denmark, Tenn. ;
The annual presentation of General "Fashionetta" chair- '
FELLOWSHIP TEA
The City Federation of Col- the "Fashionetta" sponsored man was Mrs. Hattie Yarored Women's Clubs sponsor- by the Alpha Alpha Omega brough with Mrs. Rosetta Mced its annual "Fellowship chapter of Alpha Kappa Al- Kissack serving as co-chairTea" in the college gymnasi- pha Sorority was a bit dif- man.
um on Sunday, April 5 at 4:00 ferent this year. Held at MerWatch next week for re-cap
P.M. The program consisted ry High School on April 11, of the presentation of the 1964 ,
of an array of talent from the one of the greatest parades of Debutantes. Sixteen young
young people of the county the latest fashions for women ladies made their debut last
and city. Two people featured and men, hosted in the City Friday night in a Cotillion,
were the winners In the recent of Jackson was witnessed.
sponsored by Sigma Gamma
Featured were the Sepia Rho Sorority.
"Miss Bronze West Tennessee." The winner, Miss Bren- models from Hamilton Vogue. In town for last week to
da Monroe, played piano se- Models fashioned garments visit their granddaughter were
lections and the first runner- made by the ten top profes- Mr. and Mrs. Julian Thomas,
up, Miss,Martha Shaw, gave sional designers of today in nee June Spann, and their '
a dramatic-reading. Mrs. Mag- three scenes, morning, noon two sons from Dublin, Ga.
gie K. Smith, presided in the and evening. Proceeds from
They were guests of Mrs. Emence. -nr the president of the affair are to go for scholFederation, Mrs. Marie arship awards to the young ma Spann on Hale.
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DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY MAY
Delta Sigma Theta sorority "May Week" Planning Committee, is busy sending out letters and working on other
plans. They Are. left-right: Sorors Nadine Cobble, EaYe
Thomas,
Lee. Norma Griffin, ilattie House, O'Neal, Elsie
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Ernestine Cunningham, Gloria lientrel. Standing, Yvonne
Brooks, Lorene Osborne frresident of the Memphis
1.1umnae chapter ,. and Lois Tarpley.—iPho(o by Billy
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REGISTER YOUR CLUB
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(Street)

(City)

(State)

President's Address

fa

Secretary's Name
Secretary's Address

greater news
Register your club with the Tri State Defender for
and mail
coverage. There is no charge. Simply fill out the above formTennessee.
Memphis,
it to the Tri State Defender, Post Office Box 311,
••=••

•

IP

am.

sm. almir am. mom

milm,

IMMO RN.

Gigantic SHRUBBERY Sale

Due to weather conditions most of our shrubbery orders
came late — and at once —Now We Aro LOADED! Large
Selection From Tremendous Stock.
MANY BARGAINS NOT LISTED
We're Loaded ii ith
Giant Values in

s
AZALEAS Tree
54
Willow Oaks

See Nature's Rainbow of Colors
Loaded in Pod and Bloom
BEAUTIFUL

HINO
12 to 15

Hino-Snow
Coral Bell

$100

each

inch

50, $5eachDoz.

Ingest Assortment
of Berld.np Plants
12 to Ow Basket
Ench Plant

Gumpo
to $2°
69c
7k
Glendales
I Gal Con

Other Sint lead Varieties $I I. $1

California Armstrong No. 1

ROSES 9-9.50
FRUIT TREE CLOSE-OUT
Call us for complete

Silver Leaf
MAPLE
Sul., Los(
MAPLE
Tulip

POPLAR
Lege

'12.50
S7.50
$9.00
$7.50

Soloctien of flowering' •nril erriamontsi Imst

SHRUBBERY
Dwarf Chinese Holly....I gal. cans $1.25
$3.$0
Heller' Holly (Large'

Jan Holly

52.00—$3.00
$1.50

cool from start to finish

$5.50
$2.50
32.50
$2.50

ad ,ialh-

Ligestrm-1 Gel COPS
lieldspet Lumen's
Silver 9•••• liesimenteso
Eel. Lap
Ind. She
4."

comlitions hair

makes hair manageable

Boxwoods $2 to $75

now styling's a breeze

S1 00
each.

for all types of hair

$1900

We Have Complete Line of

FERTI-LOME

• THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS

GURLEY'S AZALEA GARDENS

•

can't revert in rain or heat

$2.3O.—$3.00.--4.50

Burfordi Holly
Red Top Photinia
Virginia Cannarta
Greek Juniper
Pfieteir Juniper
Arborvitae

LANDSCAPING
• OPEN SUNDAY

Safe as
shampooing...
your beautician
recommends it!

2194 MISSISSIPPI t.".t, ,%:rw';',,.

946-8421

PERMANENT

HAIR RELAXER

COMPANY
THE EPIC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
A QUALITY PRODUCT OF

WELCOME WEEK III
Used Car Shoppers Bargains-Bargains Buys For Everyone

B1
°Se

SPORT CARS - ALL MAKES, MODEL & COLORS

JACK CHAMBERLIN S

TEST THE BEST...

FREE 50 GALLONS OF GAS
with any carpurchase below except

STUDEBAKER MEMPHIS

0RAHN R

Fisherman's Specials

Adverxod UM.
ConWuctoos

FRED BALLARD
AUTO MART

FROM THE
HOT CORNER

rap
P
Rack
on bulbwagons

Cosmic Armored
cmaust system

NE

$1495

1163 V. Wagon

Cursed-glass
ode enndows

FORD
F0,0 seat swings.
WU,front and rear

$45

Real Nice
$1495

IN3 Ford

Sound-Absorbing.
ono-ow* ceiling

Fairlane (500)

Rambler $

Classic
STATION

WAGON

$1997

DOWN

51
1Par Ma

AMERICAN

S2295

1963 Fairlane
(500) V-8, R. H. Automatic

$1895

Year Warranty Ask About One

51595

300 NEW RAMBLERS
IAmerica's Most Economical & Low Price Automobile
Up to 34 Miles Per Gallon

1961 Cher. Imp
4 Dr. Sedan, Fully Equipp.

Open Sunday

2 Dr., H.T., Impala, Real Nice

$1295
1962 Falcon, 4-Dr., R.H., Blue
Int. Cleanest in Town, One Owner, Autom. Trans.

$3500

1963 Avant'
4 Speed Trans., Super Charged, R .H.

$1995
1963 Nova Chevrolet
One Owner, 2-Dr., R.H., Beautiful Interior, W.W.T.,
SPECIAL

S4650

1964 Avanti .
Full Power, Air Cond. 800 Miles

$1495
1962 Chevrolet Belair
4-Dr. Autom., Blue and Interior Blue, W.W.T , One
Owner. This Week Special

'1595

1963 Lark
4 Dr. Sedan, Autom., Trans., R.H., Like New
5,000 Miles

$1195
1960 Chevrolet Belair
2-Dr., V-8, Auto,m., One Owner, R.H. Black Beauty

1395

$1095
1960 Dodge, 4-Door
V-8, Autom., R,H. Memphis One Owner Car

52300

1960 Oldsmobile 88, 4-Dr.
Fact. Air, RB.S.
Still Has Reasonable Provisional Policy

1962 Pont., Temp
4 Or., Autom. Trans., R.H.,
• 1963 Ford Gal.
(500) Cony. 390 Eng. 4 Speed Trans.

1963 Austin

$895
1959 Plym. Fury
2 Dr. Hdt Golden Commando Engine. Auto. R & H.
SI 195
1961 Ramb., 4 Dr. Classic
with recond. engine., R.H., Looks and drives the best
$ 1095
1960 Ramb
Cross Country Stat. Wgn. R.H., Auto. Ideal for the
family vacation.
$ 1895
1963 Volks
5,000 act. Miles. Black with white tires.

n.

$1395
51195

$ 1295
1960 Pont. Star Chief
4 Dr.k P.S.B., Memphis One Owner, Jet Black.

Tell Your Deal
We'll Work With You

$1195

1961 Ford Fairlaine (500)
4 Dr., Fact. Air., V-8 R.H., One Owner, Autom.

S 1295
1959 Chev. Belair
4 Dr., 6 Cy., Autom. R.H., One owner, Sparkling
Red

51695

51295

.1962 Ford Gal
4 Dr., V-8 S.S., R.H. Extra Clean, Weeks Special

5335

$2
1960 Cadillac,.4 Dr.
Factory Air, All Power, Jet Black, Beauty
See To Appreciate

195

S S S

1959 Olds. Cony
Fact. Air P. Brakes, Stern. Pract new rubber.
Beaut. Red W Black Top.

Brand New Studebakers
We Have New Cars Priced

S
1963 Ford Gal
2 Or., H.T., V-8 C.O.M., R. H., Beau?., White,
Black Interior.

Starting at $1797.00 FREE

1962 Imp. Chev.
2 To Choose From, Fully Equipp.

Fisherman's Special

Ride. See One of these

.5350
1959 Studebaker
1955 Oldsmobile .. .5100
1953 Chevrolet . . . . S 50
$125
1954 Mercury
$195
1956 Pont

LEON WEBSTER
or
BOBBY SHELBY

W th this coupon and th• purchase of any '63 or '64 Rambler at regular price, purchas•d at Security Rambler. On• coupon p•r car.
This Offer expires Apr .I 18

s895

1959 Ford. Cony
R.H., Ford-o-Matic. wht. tires. wht. with black tp.
Extra Clean

$ 1095
1961 Ramb. Classic Custom
Air. cond. 4 Or., Auto. R & H. Like New
S895
1960 Dodge Seneca V-8 4 Or
R.H., Straight drive. Excellent Condition.

5895
51395

1959 De Soto 2 Dr. H.T
fact. air. Power ster. and brakes. Like new cond.

1963 Ramb
Only 5000 act. miles on this one owner, Factory
warranty. Save hundreds on this one.
1959 T-Bird
2 Dr. H.T. True luxury at such a low price.
$ 1595
1962 Ramb. Classic
Custom station wagon. Very low city mileage.
Automatic, radio heater.

51595

1958 Chev. 2 Or.
Powerglide with heater. Locally owned Excel. Cond.

$895
1959 Ramb
Cnly 35,000 miles on this one-owner trade-in. Must
see to appreciate.
1962 Falcon, 4 Or
Low Mileage, city driven. Sharp

•

$995

1961 Comet, 4 Dr., Sedan
R.H., W.W.T., Autom.

5995

1959 Oldsmobile Convertible Super 88
R.H., White W Black Top, Autom., Power B.
& Steer.

5995

1961 Falcon, 4 Or., Sedan
Full Factory Equipped
1964 Studebaker Daytona
Sedan, V-8, R.H., Autom.
This Car Has Less Than 2,000

$2395

Miles

lot Hours
Mon thru Sat. 8:30 til 9:00 P.M
948-04311
2558 So. Selievue St.

'1895

1954 Ford, 2 Dr., H.T.
R.H., Automatic Transmission

$895
s245
5395

1956 Ford, 9 Pass., Cty. Sedan
Autom., Beautiful Tutone Green & White. See This
Car Today!

0 0 LOOK - LOOK 0 0

1

S1395
1959 T. Bird, H.T
Fully Equipped, Power & Air. Solid Black, Red
& White Leather Interior

5995

$2095
1960 T. Bird, Beautiful Green
Matching Int., Fully Equipped. Power & Air.,
29,000 Actual Miles
1961 Belair, 2 Or., V-8
R.H., Automatic, Air Cond.

5995

1959 Ford Cty. Squire
R.H., Solid Black & Red Interior

'S895

1962 Pontiac, 4 Dr.
R.H., Autom. Trans., W.W.T.. Real Sharp

51495

S 1195
1960 Rambler
Custom 4 Dr Factory air, full power, R.H. Auto
trans. Sharp.

Memphis Newest & Home of One
Owner Automobiles On The Spot
Bank Financing

Im•••••

1959 Chevy Wagon, V-8
Straight Transmission

Classic 2 Dr. Equipped.
1960 Ford, FAirlane 500
4 Dr.. radio, heater, automatic.

$1995

1195
1958 Cadillac, 4 Dr., H.T.
Fully Equipped, Power & Air Cond. One Owner

S 1395
1962 Ramb. Convertible
Auto. radio, heater, white tires, new top, bucket
seats. Like new.

1962 Ramb

5795

1963 Chevy Belair, 4 Dr.
R.H., Sedan — Sharp
1963 Buick, 4 Dr
Sedan, R.H., Automatic

F'.t

$1395

1960 Ford Fairlane (500)
R.H., Straight Transm.

51095

1962 Chev. Eel Air
2 O.. Radio, heater. Extra Clean.

RLIN S
CHAMBE
JACKSTUDEBAKER
MEMPHIS
e

52295

1961 Corvette, Beautiful Blue
R.H., Stick Shift

1962 Chevy II, 4 Dr
Sedan, V-8, R.H., Autom. Trans.

1961 Valiant, 4 Dr
9. H., White Tires, Nice.

s64 s

S845

1961 Falcon, 2 Dr., Futura
White W Red Interior Leather, Bucket Seats

WORKING MEN USED CAR LOT
Many Cars & Prices To Choose

1961 Lancer. 4 Or.
Radio, heater, white tires, Economy plus.

Courteous Salesmen

SR 2-9671

5995

1961 Comet, 4 Dr. Wagon, R.H., Autom. .

$695

S $

NO FREE GAS WITH CARS BELOW

Prize With Every Demonstration

2153 Control at Cooper

1

S2595
1963 Galaxie (500) XL, R.H.
H.T., 300 H.P., 4 Speed Forward. Black W White
Interior, Bucket Seats. This is a Steal

51595

1960 Buick, Elect. 225
Fact. Air, Oil Power, R.H., New Tires
1960 Chevrolet Wagon
6 Cyl. Autom., R.H.

1960 Studebaker
Hawk, has Front End Damage

5 1395

1961 Chev
Bel Air 4 Dr. 6 Cyl with Powerglide, R.H., Fresh
1195
1960 Olds
Super 88, 4 dr. Hydramatic, R.H. Ohs. White, with
blue int.
$1595
1960 Buick
Elec. 225,2 Dr. Hdtp., Factory air and full pw., Nice

1961 Olds, 984 Dr
H.T., Fact. Air, P.S.B., Solid White. Compare at
This Price.

6,000 Miles, Showroom New

1963 Lark
4 Dr. Overdrive Transm. R.H., Air Cond.

A-1
USED CARS
HULL DOBBS

51495

$595
51095

1961 Renault Dolphine

Per M.,

$895

$2395
1963 Impala Spt. Coupe, 2-Dr.
P.S., V•8, Autom., RH., W.W.T., Fire Red

$1895

1962 Mercury Meteor
V-8 Autom., R.H.

$4753

1961 Ford
Fairlane 2-door, 6 cylinder, automatic, radio, heater
Excellent gas mileage.

12 NOON III 6:00 P.M.

$1295

1960 Chev

I en Thee 500 Mlles

e

FROM

iittArNO :NEW

1963 Ford Gal
(500) 7,000 Actual Miles, Like New

Delivers A
NEW RAMBLER

•

loan 10 p.,k and tarts

Left
three
ond n
Prep
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second
10-0 ri
ed in
Hamill
straigt
hitter
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Jones

5995

S 1195
1959 Olds Super 88
Fiesta Wagon . Radio, Heater, autol power steering
and brakes.

5 1395.

1961 Chev. Bei Air
4 Or., V-8 straight stick, radio heater. Runs and
drives the best.

SECURITY RAMBLER
65 Union Ave.Used Car 525-6397
b15 Union Ave New Car 525-6393

Check These Prices & Cars Before You Go Anywhere

1962 Ford Galaxie
V-8, R.H., Air Conditioned
1959 Ford, 2 Dr.
H.T., V-8, R.H., Autom. Trans. •

$1395

5995
$1495

51195
5895

Our Courteous Salesmen
Are Ready To Do Business
On The Spot
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN ANTIS

it41,e Ito

e

4)

•

•
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BTW Hands Douglass Its
°Second Annihilation 10-0

Las Vegas Top
Bookies Place
Cubs In Field

Lefty Wilburn came within
Manassas, the only team to
three outs of pitching the sec_ defeat Douglass last season in
o nd no-hitter of the week in regular season play, did it
iang
again
Prep League action as Washthe 'fbiy
fthsctoro
om
ure a
o invgercfo
timle
-Os
ington handed Douglass its Red Devils margin to win 6-3
second loss of the week in a and take over undisputed pos10-0 romp. Willie Fuller, chas- session of first place. Father
ed in his first start against Bertrand edged Hamilton 3-3
Hamilton, hung up his third in another match.
straight win with a 10-0 no- PREP LEAGUE STANDINGS
hitter over Father Bertrand.
Team
W. L. Pei.
Charles Winfrey had a big day Manassas
2 0 1.000
at the plate for Lester by Lester
.867
2 1
pounding out four hits, in- Douglass
3 2 .600
cluding a homer, that aided Melrose
3 2 .800
the Lions in a 8-7 squeaker ,Hamilton
3 2 .600
over Carver. Richard won over IBertrand
2 3 .400
elobert in the battle of the j Washington
2 3 .400
Jones boys on the mound.
'Carver
0
4 .000

LADIES' SPECIAL

At
ROLL-A-WAY
LANES
1428 Michigan
1 FREE GAME
Every Tuesday & Thursday
9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
FREE PRIZE:
Bowling Shoes Will Be Given Away
FREE: •Shoes 'Coffee & Donuts
'Nursery Service
Bowl-Bowl.Bowl-Bovil-Bowl-Bowl

Wholesome Recreation

ROLLER SKATING
Saturday: 1:30-3:30 - Sunday 3-5

FATHER BERTRAND HIGH SCHOOL
GYMNASIUM
1169 Kerr
Price: 50 cents

LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Las
Vegas bookmaker, saw the
New York Yankees as 2-5
favorites and the Los Angeles
Dodgers as even money
By BILL'LITTLE
-•
choices to repeat as pennant
QUESTION
OF
ST/MARDIS
at Memphis State the anwinners in the American and
Memphis State university nouncement last week by 1:1r.
National Leagues.
The odds issued at this,officially announced last week Humphreys cleared the bigduring an awards banquet gest hurdle. Considerable
gambling resort were
that Negro athletes would be pressure had been brought to
NATIONAL
acceptable for membership on bear on University officials
Los Angeles
1-1 Tiger teams providing they when it became apparent that
San Francisco
9-5 meet the school's academic re- Coach Elhers had the inside
St. Louis
3-1 quirements. Ironically, Mem- track on Jones and Charles
Cincinnati
8-1 phis State released the news Paulk, the 6-7 basket stutters
Philadelphia
8-1 that it was dropping the color who were getting national itMilwaukee
10-1 line shortly after Richard tention but Memphis State
Pittsburgh
15-1 Jones of Lester had agreed to was content with being aloof.
Chicago
50-1 play next year at the Univer- Everyone seemed to be interHouston
100-1 sity of Illinois. During the ested, numerous MSU well
New York
100-1 regular season Jones w as wishers and favorable articles
AMERICAN
quoted as saying that he in the daily press, but nothing
New York
2-5 would like very much playing concrete front the official State
Minnesota
5-1 at Memphis State that would family.
Detroit
6-1 keep him near home.
The economic angle was a
Chicago
7-1
President Dr. C. C. Hum- big hitch. Memphis State gate
Baltimore
10-1 phreys stated that any Negro receipts receive a hefty boost
Cleveland
15-1 player recruited would have to from revenue of games with
Boston
25-1 be approved by the school up- Ole Miss., Mississippi State
Los Angeles
30-1 on recommendation by the and Mississippi Southern. For
Kansas City
100-1 coach. The emphasis placed on reasons unannounced as we
Washington
100-1 MSU's scholastic standards by go to press Mississippi State
President Humphreys was a has replaced Memphis State
MEMPHIS ATHLETE HONORED
bit confusing or perhaps lean- on its cage schedule with
Fred Malone, left, of Memphis, and Reyproximately 120 persons witnessed the
ing on the diplomatic side in Georgia Tech for the coming
naldo Glover were the reelpierck of "Most
view of some past criticism season. A Tiger grid victory
presentation of letters, sweaters and gold
aimed at the school by some over Mississippi State last fell
Valuable Player" awards in foutball and
medals to members of the various athletic
of the top schools on the At- helped to dissolve football rebasketball respectively during an awards
groups. Dr. Bradley was the first woman
lations with the Bulldogs from
lantic Seaboard.
dinner recently at Fisk university, and the
In the history of the university to appear
We believe that Memphis, below the "Iron Curtain."
speaker for the OCC:Lsioia was Dr. Pearl
as featured speaker at the annual Athlecurrently going through agony
Maybe if Billy "Spook"
Bradley of the history department. APtic Banquet.
of growing pains, is intent on Murphy, who many feel is too
A 37-year-old man who giving its students the best busy making monsters out of
identifies himself as Theodore education possible but is by his football recruits to be conNorris of 337 Vance Ave, no stretch of the imagination cerned with the racial issue
apartment No. 2, is attempting stroked with Ivy League halo. one way or the other, could
to have his Dishonorable Dis- As a matter of record several soundly thrash Ole Miss next
charge" from the U.S. Army schools mentioned last fall fall the Rebels might follow
revoked because he claims he that Memphis State would in the footsteps of their sister
was drafted and served in the continue to have trouble school and drop the Tigers
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A army under
another man's scheduling major college foot- from the Ole Miss schedule'.
President Lyndon Johnson,Taylor has spent practically his !rebel branch of the Congress number.
ball opponents because the Then, with Mississippi Southmade history last Saturday entire adult life in Michigan. of Racial Equality, which was Norris claims that he w a $ Tigers, according to their ac- ern asinine enough to
agree to
suspended by its parent group, first called
by the draft misers, were playing many bump heads with the Tigers
when he announced the o He is a graduate of Prairie said its plan
to strangle traffic board of Memphis
a
'- View (Texas) State college, rein
1946
and
players who were rejects from twice next season because of
pointment of Hobart Taylor, ceived an M.A. degree from at opening of the New York
periodially thereafter until other schools.
mutual scheduling problems,
Jr., Detroit attorney, to the le- Howard university and a de- World's Fair was gaining wide- 1951. During 1952-53
was not Dean Ethers, considered, the the Tigers scheduling
probgal staff of the White House. gree in law from the University spread support.
called but on March 22, 1953
most liberal coach on the lems might all be solved with
A spokesman for the Brook. was given
He named Taylor associate of Michigan,
an A-L classifica- Memphis State staff, removed the Mississippi
Southern squad
special counsel.
Following receipt of the law lyn chapter of CORE said the tion and inducted on May 20,
In his new post, Taylor, will degree, he remained in Michi- proposed "stall-in " which traf- 1953. Prior he had been classi- any hopes of a Negro basket- spending the next couple of
ball player being signed for years in the infirmary recupdeal with all aspects of the le-'gain where he served for one fic officials fear "would para- fied as a F-4, says norris.
the 1964-65 season when he erating from its voluntary stiigal work of the White House year as research assistant for lyze the whole city, might be
Last week he was attemptannounced that he had ex- cide.
including the drafting of pro— the Michigan Supreme Court extended into New Jersey and ing to circulate a
petition
posals for legislation and ex- and then became a partner in Pennsylvania.
among local citizens with the hausted or committed himself
ecutive action.
!a Detroit law firm. In 1949, he Arnold Goldwag, head of Com- idea of presenting the petition on all but one of his quota of
Taylor has served as execu- was appointed Wayne County munity relations for the chap- to Mayor William B. Ingram, scholarships. The likeable Ellive vice chairman of the Pres- assistant prosecuting attorney ter, also said that the, CORE seeking to have him intercede hers pointed out that he had
someone in mind for the one
ident's Committee on Equal and in 1951 became county cor- branches in Harlem, ,Queens in the matter.
Employment since September. poration counsel. In 1958, he and the Bronx has formally
LeMoyne. College's thinclads
Norris claims that he was that was left. Perhaps it was
1962. He became the first Negro became senior partner in the pledged to support tke dem- given the number U.S. 53-17- for the Booneville, Mississip- will match strides with the
to hold such a position In the Detroit law firm of Taylor, onstration.
,9945. He also said that the pi star that signed a grant to Lane College cinderpathmen
White House.
April 25 at Jackson, Tenn. '
Patrick, Bailer Wexler &
number is the same number attend MSU last Saturday.
A native of Texas, where he Brookins. He has also served
They'll go to Nashville, May
a man with whom he is ac- A BIG DECISION
received his early education, as officer and director of sevDespite the fact that it will 1-2, for the Olympic tryouts or
quainted served upon from
eral Michigan corporations.
1950 until he was discharged be 1966 at the earliest before to Tuskegee for the Tuskegee
Taylor is married to the
in 1952.
Negro athletes might compete Relays.
former Lynette Dobbins of Easter Sunday was the
Birmingham, Ala. They have:christening day for little Lewtwo sons, Albert and Hobart is Harold Twigg, III, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Harold
,Twigg, Jr. of 1766 South Parkway East. the age-old ritual
held during the 11 o'clock
man- at Emmanuel Episcopal
Chinch, with the Rev. Cecil
Marshall officiating.
With Mr. and Mrs. Twigg,
Cars Or
Jr., was Mr. Twigg's mother,
Used Cars
Mrs. Lewis Harold Twigg, Sr.
Coming from Nashville,
Tenn. to attend the ceremony
FINANCING 1,)
and to stand as the godparents
YOUR Plr'
,E
of the baby were Rev. and
Mrs. Herbert Pinckney, lifelong friends of the Twigg

CORE Group
LBJ Appoints Taylor To 1To
Blockade
White House's Legal Staff World's Fair

LeMoyne Trackmen
To Race At Lane

Twigg's Grandson
Christened The III

E:ifLuER

•

MERCURY PARK LANE
BREEZEWAY 2 DR. H.T.

"opening Night
at the New York

Buy Your
1964
From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

W1)RLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

MERCURY MARAUDER PARR
LANE 2 DR, SIT.

Notes Low as:

Wilk Trada-le Vokad d 3250.00

Done Miller, a Negro, is
credited with shooting down
lsix planes at Pearl Harbor on
'Dec. 7, 1941.

Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Montclair

2-dr.
2-dr.
2-dr.
4-dr.
4-dr.
H.T.
H.T.
4-dr.

Montclair 4-dr.
Montclair 4-dr.

.
I

Lid
Peke

UN
Moo

$2982
$3214
$3230
$3039
$3018
$3686

$2555

Montclair H.T.

$2735
$2748

Montclair WT.
Montclair H.T.
Montclair H.T.

$4124
$3164
S3854
S4229

$2601

MERCURY

$2631

Montclair N.T.

$3103
53443
5 3165
$3235
$3526

Montclair WT.

Lid
Mae

1.

Sao
Pane

$3692 $3110
$3482 $2930
$4273 $3560
$3.189 $3185
$3841 $3226
$4254 $3546

Montclair H.T.

S3835 $3221

S4433 $3687
S4454 $3704
S4559 53785 i

*SC111111118 ONUN1ON
939 UNION AVE.

thru
Friday

272-7561

Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?
DARK EYES
that's who!
And Orange and hnie and
grape and lemon and twit,
esch added to the
too
world's finest vodka lust
ice, add a nun
over
pour
if you wish, and noisy.

DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
,Tct?4,1•1°.V.
c7grsg;i:VsCrifii'

PRESENTED BY

United States Steel
One of the most dazzling color
spectaculars in TV history!
11111.111111111

•
•
•

3100 Summer at Baltic
Pl▪i•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0

Park Lane 4-dr.
Park lane 0-dr.
Park Lane 4-dr.

Sun. Open $ A.M. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 PR.
Monday

•
•

•
•
a SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •

Compare These Prices,
With Other Offer You Have
MERCURY

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sot. Open B AM. to 6 P.M.

i$

Know Your Negro History

dpisoimoummiommaro•amminion ia
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•

•
•
•

Min Fair"

Mrs. Twigg, Jr. is the former Miss Myrna Bond, and *
former Memphis teacher.

CAR WASH $

•

SPORTS
HORIZON

Veteran Claims
He Served Under
Wrong Number

This Coupon Worth

•

1.11"11111.11111MWMEMPii

Your host, Henry Fonda, will take you on an
exerting 90-minute TV tour of the Fair:
First stop is the Unisphere ... then on to fascinating
state displays, including the United States pavilion
... Exhibits on the past, present and future of transportation . . The exciting world of American industry . . . An Inspiring journey through the religious
exhibits ... The colorful streets of the international
center and famous Old World treasures ... The en•
tertainment exhibits, with thrilling rides, musical
comedy and stupendous fireworks ...
P1.11S All THESE STAGE, SCREEN AND TV PERSONALITIES:
*Carol Channing
*Fred Machturray
* Lorne Green
*Wilt Disney
*Marian Anderson

* Cantinflas
* The 250-voice
Westminster Choir
* 600-piece musical
ensemble

See one of the most dazzling color spectaculars In TV history

WEDNESDAY,APRIL 22
6:30 to 8:00 pm.IN COLOR

NBC-TV CH.4
L,

Malin"
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Bishop's Trial
Nearing Jury

LIBRARY AWARDS FOR LeMOYNE
LeMoyne College's Hollis F. Price Library
won two more awards last week, this time
from the Library Buildings Award Program sponsored jointly by The American
Institute of Architects, The American
Library Association and the National Book
Committee. The awards were presented to
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of the college.

and Mrs. Mae I. Fitzgerald, LeMoyne's
chief librarian, pictured front. Surrounding them, left to right: Francis Gassner
and Thomas Nathan of Gassner-NathanBrowne, designers of the biulidng, and
James L. Draper and William H. Gaskill
who presented the awards.

PHILADELPHIA - (UPI)
- The trial of Rev. A. Ward
Nichols on embezzlement
charges was recessed today
to permit the prosecution to
decide whether to call rebuttal witnesses after the defense
lased its case with testimony
of character witnesses.
Nichols was charged with
misappropriation of an estimated $250,000 from funds of
the Afro-Methodist Episcopal
Church of which he was a
bishop.
Defense Attorney Abraham
J. Levy closed the defense
case by saying he did not
think the prosecution had
proved its case. A majority of
the 42 indictments were quashd on defense motions.
Assistant Dist. Atty. A. Joseph Rieffel asked for recess
to study exhibits and decide
whether he would present a
rebuttal case.
There were indications that
the case might go to the jury
Tuesday.

•
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL
Southern Regional Conference of the Frontiers
International club is scheduled to be held at the Andrew Jackson
Hotel in Nashville, April 17-18. The four Nashville
men
above heading up plans for the two-day conference
are
left-right; Nathaniel H. Williams, Dr. Thomas
E. Foag,

Know Your Negro History
The U.S. Marine Corps did,SRO
not accept Negroes until 1942.1

President; Dr. Huber Grouch, second national vice president; and J. F. McClelan. There are 67 Frontier chapters
in 25 states and overseas. It is the only international service club operated by Negro professional men.

Sign May ft Up• For Trio s Concert
‘..,to

LeMnyne

college's annual be purchased at the Bruce
The college - trained 111U,IiSpring Festival will be Hall box office and are avail- I cians create and perform to
brought to a close this Friday able now at LeMoyne's busi- suit their own musical appeness office and Goldsmith's tites and the results range
night, April 17, with a jazz
Central Ticket Office.
from swingingest jazz to clasconcert to be rendered in
A near-capacity house is sical sounds.
Bruce Hall by the interna- expected for the jazz trio
Student dancers at LeMoyne
tionally famous Mitchell-Ruff which features Dwike Mitchell will present a Modern Dance
at the piano, Charlie Smith on Concert on Thursday night of
Trio. Starting time is 8:30.
the drums and Willie Ruff, this week in Bruce Hall, startTickets to the concert may bassist and French hornist.
ing at 8:30. They will be un-
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der the dire( tion of Miss Lavetta Glover.
Beta Kappa Chi, scientific
honor society at LeMoyne,
will conduct a College Bowl
Quiz this Friday morning at
10:30 in the lecture hall.
The Spring Festival is under direction of LeMoyne's
Cultural Activities Committee
headed by Dr. Paul Hayes.

Classified Ads...
For Sale Misc.
FOR RENT
848 POPULAR
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
APARTMENT
Heat and Water Furnished.
Must have reference. Apply
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
$6.50 weekly. Utilities included.
Working woman or man, 547
JAckson 6-0176

Autos For Sale
2 TON CHEVY STEP-IN VAN. Al.I.
BOOS.
ALUMINUM
BACK
DUO
WHEELS. CAPACITY
$2,000 Lb..
Bold
Call
275,3972

FACES BEHIND HEADLINES
the boys like to see their own pictures in the paperevery once in a white, so Billy Duncan the "picture man,"
obliged by taking theirs last week as he came up the
sidewalk.

Washington Grad To Attend Prep School In New England
Miss
Betty
Jackson,
a :conferences on students' writBooker T. Washington High iings. It is designed to help
school senior, has been grant- students develop their ability
ed a S650 scholarship to at- to read critically and accurately, to think clearly and write
tend Phillips Exeter Academy fluently.
at4Exeter, N. H., for six weeks
Math 4T is a course in plain
trigonometry with emphasis
this summer,
oribthet.analytic aspects ,of the
She is the daughter of Mr. ,
and Mrs, Elbert Jackson
of
794-D Williams ave.
Miss Jackson will study
English 4D and Math 4T
while in Exeter. English D
will be conducted as a groim
discussions class and will be
supplemented with individual

HONOR STUDENT
Principal J. D. Springer said
that Miss Jackson is completing high school in three years
and has been an honor student during that time.
She is a member of the Al- ,

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems'
With a Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.

'Josh Yeu
Gct1. 500.00
;1,000.00
51,500.00
52,000.00
52,500.00
S5,000.00

Mo.

Payments
S 12.90
S 23.70
S 34.50
45.50
56.20
$110.82

Be Wise' Choose

State Savings Bank

BETTY JACKSON

72 MADISON
ADKINS-PHELPS
SEED CO.
Garden & Lawn Supplies
Nurser
y
115W. Broadway
W. Memphis, Ark. RE 5.3900

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 MRS A DAY
A's Better to
Borrow At a Bank-

pha Elite club, the Vikings
and Vikettes Social club and
is presently a probationary
member of the National Honor
Society.
Miss Jackson is a member
of St. Matthews Baptist church,
where she is president of the
Junior Usher Board and as-

sistant secretary of the Sunday school.
The student plans to attend
Memphis State university and
major in elementary education.
During the regular school
year, Phillips Exeter is a preparatory school for boys

MOTHER
CHRISTIAN
IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TR1-STATE AREA AND GUARANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE IS
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT YOUR
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
1YITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED.
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN.
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF 'MILLINGTON, TENN. 014
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6873 AT MUNFORD,
TENN. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
Rt. 2, Box 283. Atoka, Tenn.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
FOR SALE
SINGER SEWING
MACHINE - AUTOMATIC
Like new, Zia•Zaa, Monograms, makes Button Holes,
Sews on Buttons without attachment. Sold New for over
5300.00. Bal. now due only
$89.86. Poy $8.26 a month.
Liberal Trade-In on old machine. For Free Home Trial
Call 216-4450

6 ROOM HOUSE
Complete Skii-Rig, wonnoose, or duplex. Same
derfll buy. See Jones. 2896 a room 2 bathappraised.
2530 Calber .
CI new. G. I.
Gorove-rear. 327-0658.
SINGER with ZIG-ZAGERS
"IN CABINET" "Like New"

Zig-Za ger, Monograms, make.
Button Holes and Fancy
Stitches. Balance due $46.89
Pay $6.30 a month. For FREE
NOME TRIAL Call 276.4450

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

847-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room ,Frame, Duplexes
$32.00 per month
Call BR 2-2115

dve
Ito.
tpriebuw
citizen
H

140USE FOR RENT
PIANO FOR SALE

Spinet, Style Piano
New Conditioned

Small

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

710 Madison '1 rooms and bath
850.00 a month, apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside

ALL

NEWSBOYS

WANTED
()Kahle appliance salesmen to handle
the bent appliance Including General
Roy Adams, 275-1155.
1128 Union Avenue.

Electric. can
Etteemen and

Call or Come In Today.
/ Hurry!• Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

-4: TIE LIL IT TO THE
nsmar
TrziacmeaKa
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, imgr-

Wanted
ham-

Saleswomen
Make extra money Introducing the new
Press. Quickly
shaPe,
croquette., hamburger steaks.
Phone 275-0435

burgers.

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

WANTED
CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MIST RE A GO-GETTER
To deliver wad tea Papers weekly
Salary plus cornmteeion
New TH./Pete
Publiehtng Company,
236 South wedington litteat

wine
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BURNLEY Upholstery Shop
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CHILD CARE
Will take gore of childron
while parents work.
948.7576 - 1070 Arnold Placa

ATHAN'S

li

P
s
Mlej
pmcplo
Par
ien:
c
se1tifrsiatshm

tection against attacks by
Muygers, Robbers, Rapist,
Vicious Animals., (etc.)
1 Unit $3.00
P. J. Griffin, Salesman,
319 S. 10th Street
Birmingham 5, Ala.

'FURNITURE REPAIRING'
eiReittyling, Refinishing.*
Linotype
operators,
proof'Custom Built Furniture •
4 FREE ESTIMATES 4
readers and floormen. Only ex• Pick Up end Deliv•ry 5
perienced personnel should apCALL 946.6344
ply, Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
• 1434 141441141ppl Blvd.
Chicago
Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60818,
MAN

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
-•-

REFINED CLUB

Why be lonely. Correspond
with ladies and gentlemen

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
everywhere.
wanted to sell retail advertis$2.00
ing in the Memphis mathet. Sample hot 75c 1 year
We pay 25 per cent and 30 Griffin's Corresponding Club
219 S. 10th St.
per cent contract commission
Birmingham 5, Ala.
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wallington Sim!
todi-Gord Mon's greatest proMamphis. Tenn.
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LOAN OFFICE
EPST162.164-166
EIN BEALE
ST.

*Ma
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HOUSES FOR RENT

Terms S149.00
WANTED: Records of
Phone 523-1831
HOUSE FOR SALE
, Memphis Jug Band anti
19 E. Dempster
_
1
20 room hotel
4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
other Jazz, Blues, pre-1930
50-150 lets
Centrally located
$3,000 for each Sou"
recordings, 78's. Fair pricte Help Wanted
Newt
Car lines-Call day Cr night
Including entire first floor and bar.
offered plus mailing char,
946-5052
NICE ROME TOR ItiOn
AD completely furnished. For detail.
LARUE ROOMS • HALF BATH.
write Box 30133
Send list, Artists. retired
Cleveland 20. Ohio ges.
or settled couple,
OW infester bus line. Stove FuRNiSttal.i.
Catalogue numbers, to:
SR 2-3237
Special Services
Two manual WURLITZER Caswell.
2 5 2 Queens
CHURCH ORGANS and BenGUARANTEED N. Y. LIVIC•IN MAU
ches. Perfect condition.
Juba 535455 wk. Fare advanced
bridge Road, London, E.8..
Calf 323-8455.
Mallory Agency
England.
Lynbrook, N. Y.
Eseettent

Among the youngsters who bring the Tri-State Defender
to the public each week are these ten newsboys seen
posing
on the steps of the local office as they started
out to make
their rounds with fast week's edition. But being human.

31n8 N. Germantown Rood north of
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale ran be
shown by owner.
llra Otoige
Gibbs, Jr.

anytime.

IHouses For Sale

For Sale Misc.

5 ACRES FOR SALE

a

LOAN OFFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS o SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 170 MEAL STRUT SA 6-5300
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